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Abstract of the Thesis 

Design, reliability and availability of an SOFC system for data centers 

By 

Alexa Johnson Ritchie 

Master of Science in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 

University of California, Irvine, 2016 

Professor Jacob Brouwer, Chair 

  

This thesis investigates the challenge of designing a sufficiently reliable solid oxide fuel 

cell electrical system for use in a data center. Such a system will lower data center emissions and 

increase data center efficiency, without sacrificing operational performance. 

In order to accomplish this goal, the reliability and availability of such a system must be 

analyzed and understood. Data centers desire 99.9999% uptime. Currently, extensive backup 

equipment is used to ensure the availability of services. The proposed design alternative was 

analyzed by several methods to ensure sufficient reliability and availability.  

First, potential system designs were explored. Designs for both system as a whole and for 

individual fuel cells were considered. Once potential designs were identified, a reliability block 

diagram analysis of the potential fuel cell system was completed. This analysis was done to 

understand the reliability of the system without repair and without additional redundant 

technologies. From this analysis, it was apparent that redundant components would be necessary.  

Building on this knowledge, a program was written in MATLAB to show that the desired 

system reliability could be achieved by a combination of parallel components, regardless of the 

number of additional components needed. Having shown that the desired reliability was 
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achievable through some combination of components, a dynamic programming analysis was 

undertaken to assess the ideal allocation of parallel components.  

A Markov analysis was then conducted. The Markov analysis allowed for the 

consideration of a repairable system. This allowed for an understanding of the reliability and 

availability of the system. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Data centers house the telecommunications equipment necessary to provide Internet and 

cloud services, as well as data storage. Surging Internet use and the growing dependence of 

business and computational sources on the Internet caused U.S. data center electricity demand to 

double from 2000 to 2006 [1].  From 2005-2010, the electricity use of data centers increased by 

56% [2]. In 2008, they accounted for 69 billion kWh; this is approximately 2% of total US 

electricity use [3]. Although there are no statistics for US data centers, data centers worldwide 

account for 2% of global CO2 emissions [4]. This number is expected to increase [4]. Annual 

Internet traffic is expected to reach 1.6 zettabytes per year in 2018, in other words, more than 1 

billion gigabytes per month [5]. As Internet use grows and data centers require more electricity, 

it is necessary for them to make efficiency improvements and reduce their carbon footprint. 

In a data center, electricity powers the continuously operating equipment required to 

provide Internet access, power standby and backup equipment designed to cope with electrical 

grid failures, as well as provide cooling to the electronics. This type of system is expensive to 

build, operate, and maintain. The backup systems are complex, but necessary for current data 

centers. These data centers rely on the electrical grid for their power. However, computer 

electronics are sensitive to small fluctuations in electricity. It is a common experience to have a 

computer shut down when the lights merely flicker. The electrical grid provides 99.99% 

electricity uptime. However, data centers desire 99.9999% uptime.  

Data center owners are looking for ways to lower the electricity consumption of their data 

centers and to reduce reliance on the electrical grid. Recent studies have shown data center 

electricity demand can be lowered by as much as 70%  by adopting more energy efficient 
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technologies, improving uninterruptible power supplies (UPS), and other energy efficiency 

improvements [1] [6]. Data center electricity use can be lowered by lessening or eliminating the 

extensive power infrastructure needed to provide electricity of sufficient quality and reliability. 

This could be done by eliminating the redundant equipment and generating power onsite.   

Fuel cells, specifically solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), present a promising solution for 

data center power. Like all fuel cells, SOFCs convert chemical energy from fuel, e.g., hydrogen 

or natural gas, through a redox reaction. Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) are reliable, efficient, 

modular, and produce low criteria pollutant emissions. The goal of this project is not only to 

develop an SOFC system which can reliably power a data center, but also to create a more 

sustainable design paradigm for data centers. Generating electricity onsite and using DC 

electricity from the fuel cell could eliminate a large portion of the excess redundant equipment in 

data centers. This allows for a modular and distributed generation system. Other fuel cell systems 

that have been proposed for data centers are more complex, essentially adding fuel cells onto the 

existing design paradigm [6], which doesn’t eliminate the issues of inefficiency and pollution.  

SOFCs can be installed in a distributed manner. Installing the SOFCs close to the servers would 

reduce transmission losses and has the potential simplify data center power distribution by 

eliminating the extensive and power intensive backup systems. Using existing natural gas 

infrastructure, installing SOFCs at data centers would reduce emissions, reduce reliance on the 

grid, increase efficiency, and improve reliability of electricity supply.  

1.2 Goal 

The goal of this thesis is to establish the reliability and availability of an SOFC-based 

electrical system that meets the performance requirements of next generation data centers. 
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1.3 Objectives 

In order to implement such a system, it is essential to show that SOFCs can provide the 

reliable electricity data centers need to maintain sufficient server availability. It is my goal to 

understand the availability and reliability of this system so that an SOFC system which meets 

data center requirements can be sized and designed. This goal will be achieved through the 

accomplishment of these objectives: 

1. Accomplish a literature review to identify, assess, and select the correct reliability 

and analysis methods, 

2. Understand components, design, requirements, and failure of fuel cell and 

integrated system, 

3. Understand power system components, design, requirements, and failure of a 

typical modern data center and the proposed data center, 

4. Conceptualize several integrated fuel cell-server designs to be analyzed, 

5. Analyze the reliability and availability of current and proposed systems 

 

2. Background 

2.1  Climate Change 

The last three decades have each been the hottest decade on record of any decade since the 

1850s [7]. The average temperature of our planet has increased by 0.76ºC over the past century 

[8]. Temperatures are projected to rise by between 1.1ºC-6.4°C by the end of this century [8]. 

Anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases are the extremely likely dominant cause of 

this warming [7]. Greenhouse gases include water vapor, carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, 

ozone, and chlorofluorocarbons. The greenhouse gas that provides the driving force behind this 
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warming is CO2. While these gases do occur naturally, industrial processes which emit them in 

excess has caused them to collect in the atmosphere resulting in an imbalance in radiative forcing 

[7].   

 

Figure 1. The greenhouse gas effect [63]. 

The greenhouse effect is responsible for this warming effect in the presence of excess 

greenhouse gases. Historically, these gases have trapped a portion of the sun’s energy in the 

atmosphere maintaining an average temperature that allowed human life to flourish. The addition 

of more greenhouse gases to the atmosphere intensifies the effect causing the Earth’s 

temperature to rise.  
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Figure 2. Average concentration of several greenhouse gases between 1850 and 2010. Reference [9], page 

3. 

The impacts of climate change are many and not limited to increases in temperature. 

Climate change will impact water systems (drought, erosion, sea level rise), ecosystems, food 

production, and our economic system [9]. According the IPCC, “The increase of global mean 

surface temperature by the end of the 21st century…relative to 1986-2005 is likely to exceed 

1.5°C…” [9] (page 10).  

 

Figure 3. Predicted global average surface temperature change by the end of the 21st century relative to 

1986-2005 [9] (page 10). 
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Adaption and mitigation strategies are needed to manage the risks of climate change. 

Emissions reductions over the coming decades will reduce climate risks and increase the 

likelihood of successful adaptation, limiting human suffering and economic cost of these changes 

[9]. In order to limit warming to below 2°C it will be necessary to substantially decrease CO2 

emissions over the next several decades reaching near zero by the end of the 21st century [9].  

  

 

Information and communication technologies have the potential to provide 655MtCO2e of 

emissions reductions in the U.S. (~7% of U.S. total emission for 2010) [4]. While the CO2 

emissions abatement potential of ICT is great, data center emissions are expected to double by 

2020 [4].  

2.2 Criteria Pollutants 

Criteria air pollutants are six air pollutants regulated by Environmental Protection 

Agency [10]. These air pollutants are carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, ozone, particulate 

matter pollution (PM2.5 and PM10), and, sulfur dioxide [10].  These pollutants come from both 

point sources (e.g., factories, power plants) and mobile sources (e.g., cars, trucks, airplanes) [11].  

These air pollutants are regulated on the basis of two standards: primary standards and 

second standards [10]. Primary standards are regulations based on public health concerns (such 

as health concerns of the young and the old) while secondary standards are based on public 

welfare concerns (such as visibility issues or crop damage) [10]. Health effects linked to air 

pollution include respiratory issues, hospitalization for heart and lung disease, premature death, 

as well as cancer, reproductive effects and birth defects [12]. Welfare effects linked to air 
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pollution include environmental effects (such as effects on animals, crops, soil, water, and 

climate), as well as effects to visibility and man-made materials [12].  

Data centers that rely on a conventional power architecture get their electricity from 

power plants and require backup diesel generators. Both of these power sources are potential 

point sources of criteria pollutant emissions. Stationary fuel cells, on the other hand can provide 

power with zero to negligible criteria pollutant emissions [13]. 

2.3 Data Centers 

Data centers contain servers, networking, and storage. This equipment allows for the 

provision of Internet and cloud services. In addition to IT equipment, data centers have complex 

mechanical and electrical systems that ensure the performance of the IT equipment. Data centers 

come in a range of sizes, ranging from a small closet server rack at a small business to a large 

enterprise data center. These large data centers are owned by Internet companies like Facebook, 

eBay, Amazon, and Microsoft to provide their services.  

For these large data centers, availability and reliability of services is of paramount 

concern. Reliability is the probability that a part, system, or the data center itself will operate 

without failure over a given time period. Availability is the average time per given time period 

that a component, system, or the data center itself operates without downtime. Redundancy is the 

arrangement of supporting infrastructure within the data center which ensures the reliability and 

availability.  

This redundant equipment is necessary as data centers require at least 99.999% 

availability, but the electric grid alone provides service availability of 99.9%. Large, enterprise 

sized data centers have extensive supporting infrastructures that ensure power is available in the 

event of a failure.  Data centers often have batteries, diesel generators, and uninterruptible power 
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sources to ensure servers are still powered in the event of a grid failure. These complex and 

extensive systems are necessary for reliable operation, however, they draw large amounts of 

power in addition to the server power requirements. Because of inefficiencies in the electrical 

system of data centers, less than 1% of the fuel energy input at a power plant makes it to 

powering a server [14]. In summer months, when reliable grid electricity is less available, data 

centers rely on diesel generators which cause local air pollution [15]. 

Computer and Internet use is growing. The number of personal computers globally grew 

from 242 million in 1995 to 1 billion in 2009 [16]. Projections for growth in the number of 

personal computers show an exponential trend [16]. Likewise, Internet use is growing [5] [16]. 

As Internet use has grown, electricity used by data center has also grown. In 2006, data 

center consumed 1.5% of US electricity [17]. In 2011, this had risen to 2% of U.S. electricity use 

[3]. These electrical requirements put large demands on local utilities [18].  

With growth in Internet use growth in ICT GHG emissions are projected. Data centers 

accounted for 2% of global CO2 emissions in 2008 [4]. The emissions from ICT are expected to 

rise at a faster rate than overall global emissions [4]. Data centers are expected to have the fastest 

growing emissions rate of all the ICT sectors, increasing at a rate of 7% yearly [4].  

2.4 Fuel Cells 

Fuel cells are an option for clean power generation. Renewable technologies such as wind 

and solar are another option. However, wind and solar are not suitable for this application as 

their intermittent nature inhibits their ability to meet data center reliability requirements without 

extensive and inefficient backup equipment. Fuel cells have been installed in many places where 

reliable and clean electricity is needed: on college campuses, as telecommunication equipment 

backup, and in data centers [19] [20] [6]. Many types of fuel cells exist, but large fuel cells for 
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stationary applications are usually high temperature fuel cells. High temperature fuel cells are 

able to reform fuel within the cell or use the high quality heat produced by the electrochemical 

reactions to process the fuel, reducing losses and the need for additional equipment. This makes 

them amenable to use in most locations around the world as natural gas is often readily available.  

In places where natural gas is not available, digester gas or landfill gas may be available for 

similar use in an SOFC system. 

Fuel cell power generation for data centers has been considered by others. Proton 

Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs) have been studied for use in data centers by the 

National Fuel Cell Research Center at the University of California, Irvine, in collaboration with 

Microsoft, and Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells (PAFCs) have been studied by others [6] [7] [8]. 

However, PEMFCs and PAFCs have several drawbacks for use today. First, they are not the 

most efficient fuel cell option for use with hydrocarbon fuel. SOFCs are 10-20% more efficient 

when compared to PEMFCs and PAFCs when operating on a hydrocarbon fuel. Second, both 

PEMFCs and PAFCs use an expensive platinum catalyst. SOFCs ceramic and non-precious 

metal composition avoids the expense of a platinum catalyst. Additionally, PEMFCs and PAFCs 

can run only on hydrogen or hydrogen-rich gas processed outside the cell. SOFCs are able to run 

on natural gas with only some reforming of the fuel. eBay’s Utah data center is equipped with a 

large  set of grid-paralleled SOFC systems from Bloom Energy [19]. These systems can 

seamlessly power critical portions of the data center during grid outages [19].    

Fuel cells, specifically solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), present a promising solution. Like 

all fuel cells, SOFCs convert chemical energy from fuel, e.g., hydrogen, natural gas, or other 

fuel, through electrochemical redox reactions. SOFCs are reliable, efficient, and produce low 

criteria pollutant emissions. Generating electricity onsite and using DC electricity from the fuel 
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cell could eliminate a large portion of the excess redundant equipment in data centers. This 

allows for a modular and distributed generation system. Distributed systems mitigate the 

possibility of large outages despite the lack of extensive redundancy. Other fuel cell systems that 

have been proposed for data centers are more complex, essentially adding fuel cells onto the 

existing design paradigm [5], which doesn’t eliminate the issues of inefficiency. Because of their 

ability to run on natural gas, SOFCs are a good choice for data centers which are often remotely 

located. 

Fuel cell systems are made up of many parts. Most fuel cell systems are comprised of a 

fuel cell stack, thermal management, fuel processing, air handling, and electronics subsystems. 

Each subsystem is necessary to ensure proper operation of the fuel cell.  

The most basic component of a fuel cell is the fuel cell stack itself. The stack is 

comprised of many individual fuel cells, interconnects between each cell, seals, end plates, fuel 

and air manifolds and delivery systems, and insulation. Each fuel cell is made up of the anode, 

cathode, electrolyte, and contacts. Individual fuel cells produce an output voltage of between 0.6-

1.0V during typical operating conditions.  Many individual fuel cells literally are stacked on top 

of one another and connected in electrical series to create a fuel cell system with the desired 

power output. This component of the system is called the fuel cell stack subsystem.   

SOFCs are a high temperature fuel cell. The heat generated by the electrochemical 

reactions in the fuel cell is often used in other parts of the fuel cell system to preheat inlet gases 

or provide heat for internal reforming, for example. Heat exchangers are an essential part of the 

thermal management subsystem.  

A number of valves and blowers move the fuel and air throughout the system. Depending 

upon the type of fuel cell and the temperature at which the fuel cell operates, there will be one or 
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more heat exchangers. Most fuel cells require some sort of fuel processing to convert natural gas 

to a hydrogen-rich mixture. This fuel processing is accomplished in a reformer subsystem, which 

is usually comprised of a desulfurizer to remove the sulfur from the natural gas and a steam 

reformer which partially reforms the natural gas into hydrogen. Additional components can be 

present in fuel processing subsystems to reform more of the natural gas or remove CO. These are 

generally not present for high temperature fuel cell systems, however, as they are capable of 

reformation inside the fuel cell, allowing for less extensive fuel processing.  

The power electronics subsystem consists of inverters, power regulation, monitoring and 

control, and power supply management.  This subsystem typically receives the DC power from 

the fuel cell stack and converts it and inverts it to connect to an alternating current (AC) 

electrical system.  However, it has been shown that direct-DC power for data centers provides 

efficiency increases [21]. Therefore, in this project it is desired to utilize DC power direct from 

the fuel cell, so conversion from AC to DC power will not be considered.   

2.5 Reliability and Availability 

The reliability and availability analysis was conducted using Reliability Block 

Diagramming (RBD), Dynamic Programming, and Markov Analysis. RBD has been used by 

others in reliability analysis of data centers [22] [23]. RBD is the graphical presentation of 

system components and their connections. It is simple to construct, analyze, and communicate 

the results of an RBD. However, in its most basic form, this method does not accommodate 

repairable, complex, or multi-state systems. Data center power systems are complex, repairable, 

and multi-state (meaning their failure states are not fully described by functioning or non-

functioning binary states). Dynamic Programming extends the basic statistics of RBD by 

optimizing sets of system components to find an optimal allocation of redundant parts. Markov 
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analysis analyzes the likelihood that one event will be followed by another within a certain 

sequence of events. This approach to reliability modeling allows for the analysis of more 

complex systems and allows for the analysis of repairable systems.  

2.5.1 Reliability of Data Centers and Fuel Cells 

2.5.1.1 Fuel Cells 

Fuel cells are only beginning to reach a wide market and not much data is available on 

their reliability, failure rates, and repair rates. Fuel cells are used in mission critical applications 

such as bank data centers [6] and hospitals [24]. Clearly, fuel cells meet the reliability needs in 

these systems, however, the specific reliability data of the fuel cell is not provided in any of the 

reports or publications associated with these applications. This section provides an overview of 

the fuel cell reliability data that is available.  

Simulations on the reliability of solid oxide fuel cells have been conducted [25] [26] [27] 

[28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33].  Clague et al. [25]  [31] , Nakajo et al.  [26] [27] [28] [29], and 

Greco et al. [32] focus their analyses on solid oxide fuel cell stacks or individual cells. Weibull 

distributions were used to model the probability of failure of the cells. Nakajo et al. [30] refer 

specifically to a tubular solid oxide fuel cell. Yokokawa et al. [33] consider the mechanisms by 

which the reliability of solid oxide fuel cells are effected. The results of these studies were not 

able to be directly applied to this thesis as they all focus upon the reliability of individual cells or 

stacks. Additionally, there are significant variations in the materials sets and stack designs used 

amongst the manufacturers.  

Some analyses of fuel cell systems have been published [34] [35] [19]. Astrom et al. [34] 

discusses the reliability analysis methods of the Solid Oxide Fuel Cells – Combined Heat and 

Power research program at Wärstilä Corporation. Fault tree analysis was used to predict the 
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reliability of their system. Weibull distributions were used for stack reliability. Feitelberg et al. 

[35] describes the reliability of Plug Power’s fleet of deployed proton exchange membrane fuel 

cell (PEMFC) system. Dominguez-Garcia et al. [19] consider a Bloom Energy fuel cell system at 

an eBay data center.  The reliability of an electrical power system based on a Bloom Energy fuel 

cell for a data center was analyzed with a Markov model. This paper found that the system had 

0.998 reliability and 0.99999 availability. This was the most available system considered by the 

researchers. They also found that such a system produced half the emissions of a traditional data 

center electrical topology.  

2.5.1.2 Data Centers           

Many reliability analyses of data center power systems have been conducted, though only 

several are of direct interest for this thesis [19] [36] [37]. Dominguez-Garcia et al. analyzes a 

Bloom Energy system installed at an eBay data center, as discussed above [19]. Govindan et al. 

compare the availability of a traditional data center electrical system with a centralized 

uninterruptible power supply (UPS) with a data center electrical system with distributed, rack-

level UPSs  [36] [37]. These papers also compare availability analysis of a data center through 

Markov modelling and reliability block diagramming (RBD). It was found that in scenarios 

where dependent failures can be neglected, RBDs match Markov models to a high degree of 

accuracy.  

2.5.2 Reliability and Availability Analysis 

Reliability analysis uses probability to estimate failure of a component or system based 

upon data from experiments or from models. Data centers require highly reliable electricity to 

power servers continuously, providing 24 hour Internet access. Novel data center power 

architectures need to be assessed for their ability to provide an appropriate level of reliability. A 
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preliminary analysis answered two basic questions: is the desired .999 availability attainable? 

And, under what conditions is this availability attainable? This initial analysis served as a basis 

for further, more nuanced availability and reliability analyses. Using a Dynamic Programming 

analysis the number of redundant components in a non-repairable system were optimized. Using 

Markov Processes, the reliability and availability of a repairable system were analyzed. These 

analyses considered different system architectures and dynamic performance to identify ideal 

system arrangements.  

2.5.2.1 Basic Reliability Mathematics 

Reliability is the probability that a device will satisfactorily perform its intended function 

for a given period of time. The reliability of that device can be analyzed using probability theory. 

The device can be an individual component in a system, say a valve, or it could be the system 

itself, made up of many components. The following overview of basic reliability mathematics is 

based on the textbook Optimal Reliability Modeling by Way Kuo and Ming J. Zuo [38].  

We are interested in estimating the lifetime of a given device. The lifetime of a device is 

continuous and non-negative and can be describe by its probability density function, cumulative 

distribution function, and characteristics like mean and variance.  

A probability density function (PDF), f(x), describes the probability that a random 

variable, in this case a devices lifetime, will take on a certain value. f(x) is a pdf of the random 

variable X iff: 

 ���� < � ≤ �	 = � ��	���   (1) 

A cumulative distribution function (CDF), F(t), of a random variable, in this case a 

device’s lifetime, evaluated at t, is the probability that the device will take a value less than or 

equal to x. The CDF of a continuous variable is defined by: 
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��	 = ���� ≤ 	 =  � ���	��,   − ∞ <  < ∞���  (2) 

T is that device’s lifetime. The device’s reliability, R (t), is the probability that the 

device’s lifetime is larger than t. In other words, it is the probability that the device will not fail 

before time t. Mathematically:  

���	 = ���� > �	 = 1 − ���	 = � ��	���   (3) 

In reliability analysis, R(0) = 1 and R(∞)=0.  

The mean time to failure (MTTF) of a device is the expected, or mean lifetime. It can be 

estimated based upon a device’s probability density function or its reliability:  

���� =  � � ���	�� =  � ���	��� �  (4) 

In a device with repairs, the MTTF becomes the mean time between failures (MTBF). 

The mean time that is required to repair the device is known as the mean time to repair (MTTR). 

These metrics can be used to estimate the availability of a repairable device as follows: 

 ! =  "#$%
"#$%&"##'   (5)  

Failure and repair rates are important values in reliability and availability analysis.  These 

parameters are presented as λ and µ below, respectively:   

 ( = ��)*+�, ���, =  -
"#$%  (6) 

 . = �,/�)� ���, =  -
"##' (7) 

The probability that a device will fail in the next time unit is the failure rate function.  

ℎ��	 = *)1∆�→� ���� ≤ � + ∆� | � > �	 =  6��	
'��	 (8) 
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2.5.3 A Note on the Difference Between Reliability & Availability 

Reliability is the probability that a device will perform its required function for a given 

period of time without failure. Availability is the probability a device is operating when it is 

required, i.e., the probability that the system is failed or under repair when called to use. 

Therefore, changes in a system’s reliability affect the system’s availability. Maintainability of a 

system can also affect reliability. These relationships can be seen in  

. 

Table 1.The effect on availability of increasing or decreasing reliability or maintainability.  

Reliability Maintainability Availability 

Constant Decrease Decrease 

Constant Increase Increase 

Increase Constant Increase 

Decrease Constant Decrease 

 

2.5.4 Lifetime Distributions 

A device’s lifetime is a variable of interest in reliability analysis. As previously stated, 

lifetime is continuous and nonnegative. Therefore, a device’s lifetime can be described by a 

continuous probability distribution. Several common lifetime distributions are used in reliability 

analyses. The exponential, Weibull, and binomial distributions are presented here.  

2.5.4.1 Exponential Distribution 

The exponential distribution is the most common distribution in reliability analysis. This 

is due in part to its simplicity. However, it does reflect many common real-life reliability 
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phenomena. Many electronic devices and systems show a relatively constant failure rate during 

their operation lifetimes and this is captured by the exponential distribution. Additionally, a 

constant failure rate is a basic assumption required for Markov Analysis.  The relevant equations 

for an exponential distribution are: 

���	 = (,�7� (9) 

 ���	 = ,�7� (10) 

���	 = 1 − ,�7� (11) 

ℎ��	 = (  (12) 

The failure rate, λ, can be obtained from testing of a device, from data that has been 

collected by the government published in databooks, or from historical data kept by the 

organization which is conducting the reliability analysis. Failure rate is in units of failure per 

hour and is calculated:  

( = # 96 6�:;<=>?
�9��; @9<=? 9A>=��>B =  -

"##% (13) 

 

2.5.4.2 Weibull Distribution 

The Weibull distribution is another commonly used lifetime distribution. It is a highly 

flexible distribution that can be used for cases of decreasing, increasing, or constant failure rate 

functions at different times in a device’s lifetime. It is often used to model the lifetime of brittle 

materials like the ceramic components of a solid oxide fuel cell [25]. Solid oxide fuel cells often 

exhibit multiple regimes of degradation and different failure rates at different times in their 

lifetime.  The relevant equations for a Weibull Distribution are:  
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���	 =  C�DEF
GD ,��� G⁄ 	D , � ≥ 0 (14) 

���	 = ,��� G⁄ 	D
  (15) 

���	 = 1 − ,��� G⁄ 	D
 (16) 

ℎ��	 = C
G K�

GLC�-
 (17) 

The scaling parameter, η, represents the 63.2th percentile of the lifetime, T: 

For t=η,  ���	 = 1 − ,�- ~ 0.632 (18) 

The shape parameter, β, describes the shape of the distribution function, whether 

decreasing, increasing or constant. When 0 < β < 1, the failure rate function is decreasing. For β 

= 1, the failure rate is constant. For β > 1, the failure rate function is increasing.  

2.5.4.3 Binomial Distribution 

The binomial distribution is a discrete distribution which describes the failure rate of a k-

out-of-n system. K-out-of-n systems will be discussed in depth in the methods section.  

 For a statistical experiment where the only outcomes are ‘success’ or ‘failure, the 

probability of success is p and the probability of failure is 1-p. The probability mass function 

(pmf) is the probability that gives the probability that a discrete random variable, X, is exactly 

equal to some value:  

��� = 	 = /��1 − /	-��,    = 0, 1 (19) 

This is the Bernoulli distribution and the statistical experiment described above is a 

Bernoulli trial. To describe the binomial distribution, a fixed number, n, Bernoulli trials are 

conducted. All trials are independent. Again, the probability of success is p.  
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Of interest is the total number of successes in the n trials. Xi is the random variable which 

represents the number of successes in the i-th trial, i = 1, 2,…, n.  The total number of successes 

is:  

� =  �- + �R + ⋯ + �T (20) 

The probability of exactly x 1’s is: 

��� = 1	 = /��1 − /	T�� (21) 

The total number of sequences of 0 and 1 where there are exactly x 1’s is the binomial 

coefficient: 

KUL = T!
�!�T��	! (22) 

Therefore, the probability of observing x 1’s in sequence from n Bernoulli trials is: 

��� = 	 = KUL /��1 − /	T��,       = 0, 1, 2, … , U (23) 

2.5.5  Methods of Reliability and Availability Analysis 

2.5.5.1 Reliability Block Diagram 

A reliability block diagram describes the relationship between the operation of a system 

overall and the function of the components which comprise that system. The diagram is a group 

of blocks connected to each other in parallel or in series. Each block represents a component in 

the system which is being analyzed. It should be noted that the block diagram does not necessary 

represent how the components are physically connected; the diagram indicates how the 

functionality of the components effect the functionality of the system.  

Each component in the diagram has a failure rate associated with it.  From this failure 

rate, the component reliability can be calculated. Depending on the system arrangement (whether 
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components are in series or parallel), the system reliability can be calculated. This is shown for a 

simple series-parallel system: 

 

Figure 4. A simple parallel-series system. Components 1 and 2 are in series with one another and in 

parallel to component 3. 

The equation for series reliability is:  

� = ���- ∩ �R ∩ … ∩ �T 	 = ���- 	���R	 … ���T 	 = ∏ ��T:Z- �: 	 =  ∏ �:T:Z-  (24) 

R = reliability of the system 

Xi = the event of component i failing 

P(Xi) = probability of component i failing 

The equation for parallel reliability is:  

[ = ���- ∩ �R ∩ … ∩ �T 	 = ���- 	���R	 … ���T 	 = ∏ ��T:Z- �: 	 =  ∏ [:T:Z-  (25) 

Q = unreliability of the system = 1-R 

Xi = the event of component i failing 

P(Xi) = probability of component i failing 

�  = 1 − [ = 1 − �[- ∙ [R ∙ … ∙ [T	 = 1 − ]�1 − �-	 ∙ … ∙ �1 − �-	^ (26) 

� = 1 − ∏ �1 − �:	T:Z-  (27) 

If R1=.982, R2=.776, R3=.996, the calculation will be: 

�-,R =  .982 ∙ .776 = .762 (28) 

�?b? = 1 − cd1 − �-,Re ∙ �1 − �f	g = 1 − ]�. 237	 ∙ �. 004	^ =  .9991 (29) 

3 

1 2 
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A k-out-of-n:G system is a variation on a parallel redundant system. In a k-out-of-n:G 

system, at least k out of a total n components in the system must be operating for the system to 

succeed. These systems follow the binomial distribution:  

��) ij1/jU,U�k lj�m	 =  KU) L /:nT�: (30) 

In this equation, pi is the reliability of component i. This generalizes to p for each 

component if each component is considered to be independent with identical distributions (i.i.d.). 

This will be the case for this analysis. Qi is the unreliability of component i. The unreliability is 

equal to 1-pi. Again, for an i.i.d system the component unreliability will be q.  

The reliability is described by:  

��m, U	 =  ∑ KU) L /:nT�:T:Zp  (31) 

Reliability block diagrams require the assumption that the failure process for all 

components are independent. They are also unable to accommodate repairs in a system. 

Reliability block diagrams and the mathematics presented here were used for non-repairable 

system analysis.  

2.5.5.2 Markov Reliability Modelling 

Markov analysis is a method that is often used to understand the reliability and 

availability of more complex systems. In systems with repairs or systems where components 

exhibit strong dependencies, Markov models can be useful.  

 A Markov reliability model calculates the probability of moving from one state to the 

next, going from a fully operating state to one component failed, to two components failed, and 

on to a fully failed state. The model is by a set of differential equations which are developed by 

describing the probability of transition of each state with a state transition diagram and 
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translating it into a transition matrix.  For a simple two state system with failure rate λ, the state 

transition diagram is: 

 

Figure 5. A two component Markov state transition diagram. Transition occur from initial state 0 to state 

1 at a rate of λ. 

 

where state 1 is operational and state 2 is failed. Generally, the fully operational state is denoted 

State 0. Pj(t) is the probability of being in state j at time t. The initial conditions of the system are 

P0(0) = 1 and P1(0) = 0. The system will always start in the fully operational state, and since the 

probabilities must sum to 1, all other initial probabilities are zero. For time t>0 the probability of 

being in State 1 (not experiencing a failure) decrease with the failure rate, λ, which is constant. 

Therefore, at time dt, the probability of transition is λdt. So: 

�� = −�� 	�(��	 (32) 

BqrB� = −(�  (33) 

The full system of equations for the model is: 

BqrB� = −(�  (34) 

BqFB� = −(�- (35) 

� + �- = 1 (36) 

Combined with the initial conditions, the solution is:  

� ��	 = ,�7� (37) 

�-��	 = 1 − ,�7� (38) 

0 1 λ 
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Most Markov models are more complicated than this one, however. More generally, the 

problem is described by 

Bqs
B� = ]�^�s (39) 

�s = ,]"^��s�0	 (40) 

where �s is an nx1 column vector and M is an nxn matrix.  

This analysis uses homogenous Markov chains. This means discrete states, discrete time, 

and a constant failure rate (i.e., an exponential failure distribution) were assumed. Markov 

models suffer from “state space explosion”. The number of states grows rapidly as the size of the 

system increases. For a system of just 8 components, each of which as a failed and an operation 

state the total number of possible states would be: 2t = 256 states! 

Fortunately, the size of the model’s state space can be reduced. First, the model can be 

truncated at a certain level of failure one the reasoning that states that represent multiple failure 

levels do not significantly contribute to the probability of failure of the whole system.  Second, 

components with the same or very similar impact on system operation can be grouped. An 

example of this is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. An example of Markov model reduction. Components with the same failure rates can be 

grouped to simplify computation. 

 

2.5.5.2.1 Birth-Death Process 

A birth-death process is a special case of a Markov process where there are only two 

types of state transitions: births and deaths. In the case of reliability modelling, a birth is a 

component repair and a death is a component failure. The state transition diagram of a birth-

death process is:  

 

Figure 7. A Markov birth-death process. This is a special case of a Markov model where there is no fully 

failed state from which the system cannot recover. 

This special case is used in the Markov model of an 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system in 

section 7.10. 

2.5.6 Reliability Data 

The Nonelectronic Parts Reliability Data book – 2011 [39] lists the failure rate data of 

many types of parts, e.g., batteries, heat exchangers, and switches. It is produced by the 

Reliability Information Analysis Center from a failure data collected from the 1970s through the 

2000s. This data is obtained through published literature, government studies, military data 

collection, commercial warranties, commercial and industrial databases, as well as from data 

submitted directly to RIAC. The data listed in the NPRD-2011 is a summary of industry 

averages. The numbers listed come from the number of item failures, part populations, and the 
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number of system operating hours. This means that an exponential failure distribution must be 

assumed when using these numbers. 

Failure rate data was also found in the IEEE Gold Book [40]. The IEEE Gold Book 

covers reliability analysis of industrial and commercial power distribution systems. It includes a 

chapter of reliability data common power distribution components.  

2.6 Summary 

A data center which utilizes distributed generation, as opposed to using the electrical grid 

which relies on central power plants, has the potential to drastically lower its electrical losses. A 

data center which operates on clean power generation sources, such as photovoltaics, wind, or 

fuel cells has the potential to lower its GHG and criteria pollutant emissions. Data centers which 

utilize clean generation sources in a central topology have been built and studied. However, these 

studies have not considered the removal of the extensive systems of redundant equipment that 

contribute to data center inefficiencies. Furthermore, the reliability and availability of fuel cell 

systems, as opposed to fuel cell stacks, is not well studied. This thesis investigates the reliability 

and availability of a fuel cell system with minimal redundant equipment. This investigation will 

support the development of more efficient, cleaner data centers and will support a greater 

understanding of the reliability of fuel cell systems.   

 

3. Approach 

The approach of this thesis establishes a Task for meeting each of the objectives listed in 

Section 2.1 as follows: 

Task 1 – Accomplish a literature review 
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• Conduct a continuous literature search on data center power use and reliability, 

reliability analysis, fuel cell reliability, and fuel cells for data centers. 

Task 2 – Understand components, design, requirements, and failure of fuel cell system. 

• Learn how fuel cell system works, its components and their necessity. 

• Identify essential data center power system components 

• Locate or calculate essential reliability and performance characteristics: 

o Performance of fuel cell system 

� MTTF, MTBF, failure distributions, etc. 

o Reliability of fuel cell system 

o Failure criteria 

Task 3 – Understand power system components, design, requirements, and failure of a 

typical modern data center and the proposed data center. 

• Gather information on: 

o Electricity needs of a data center 

o Design of a modern data center 

o Performance of current and proposed system components 

� MTTF, MTBF, failure distributions, etc. 

o Power and cooling system requirements 

o Uptime Desired 

• Define failure criteria for system.  

• Select current data center designs to analyze. 

 

Task 4 – Conceptualize several integrated fuel cell-server designs to be analyzed. 
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• Work with Microsoft to select an appropriate number of system designs for analysis. 

o Examples of broad types of system design which might be selected: 

� One large central SOFC 

� Distributed SOFC (x server racks per SOFC)  

Task 5 – Analyze reliability and availability of proposed system. 

• Conduct reliability and availability analysis of new system designs 

 

4. Possible Fuel Cell-Server Designs 

Many redundant permutations can exist for any system. These permutations can be 

delineated into three broad categories: series, parallel, and backup. A system in which all 

components are in a series arrangement will fail if just one component fails. In other words, a 

series system is a system with no redundancy; a series system is only as reliable as its most 

failure-prone component. To achieve higher reliabilities, it is necessary to place components in 

parallel. A variation of a parallel system is the k-out-of-n system where at least k components out 

of a total of n components in the system are needed for the system to remain operating. In a 

standby system, there is at least one additional component which will be used in the event of a 

failure in the main components.  

For a fuel cell system with an external reformer, several possible permutations were 

considered. The main redundancy configuration considered for fuel cell systems was using a 

certain number of fuel cells to power a certain number of server racks. Variations on this system 

include a parallel system with standby spare fuel cells and a k-out-of-n system. For the external 

reformer, redundancy configurations include a single reformer with no backup, one reformer 
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with one backup, and two reformers operating at half capacity, one of which can take over the 

full load in the event of a failure.  

Figure 8 shows a k-out-of-n variation where 10 fuel cells are powering a rack, but two of 

the fuel cells can fail without causing the system to fail. Another variation of this can be seen in 

Figure 9, where X number of fuel cells (which could be in a k-out-of-n topology), power Y server 

racks. Figure 10 shows another possible system which does not utilize a k-out-of-n topology. 

Instead, X number of fuel cells power Y racks. All X fuel cells are needed, but Z fuel cells are 

kept in standby in case of a failure.  

Figure 11 shows a single reformer providing reformed fuel to an entire fuel cell system. 

This topology is centralized and would have a single point of failure. Figure 12 shows a system 

with redundancy; two reformers provide fuel, but each operates at half-load. In the event of one 

reformer fails the surviving reformer could take over the full load. Another redundant variation is 

shown in Figure 13 where one fuel cells is in operation and one fuel cell is in standby. If the 

operating fuel cell fails, the standby fuel cell turns on and maintains the fuel supply.  
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Figure 8. An 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system powering a server rack. Ten fuel cells are powering 1 server 

rack, but only eight are needed. 
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Figure 9. X fuel cells powering Y server racks. This is a generalization of the 8-out-of-10 system above. 
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Figure 10. A k-out-of-n fuel cell system powering Y server racks with Z spare fuel cells. This variation 

adds spares to the general topologies considered above.  
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Figure 11. A single reformer providing fuel to a fuel cell-server system. This system has no redundancy 

and would fail when the reformer fails.  
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Figure 12. Two reformers operating at half load providing fuel to the fuel cell-server system. One 

reformer can take over the full load in event of a reformer failure. 
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Figure 13. One reformer providing fuel to the fuel cell-server system and one in standby. The standby 

reformer in standby can turn on in the event the other reformer fails, but there is some chance the standby 

reformer fails on startup. 

 

5. Generic System Analysis 

5.1  System Proof-of-concept 

A proof of concept analysis of a generic solid oxide fuel cell system was conducted to assess the 

system’s potential to meet the reliability needs of a data center. The fuel cell system analyzed 

consisted of a fuel cell stack (including all cells, interconnects, seals, insulation, etc.), a reformer, 

a heat exchanger, a valve and a blower. All subsystems were arranged in series,  
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Figure 14. The generic fuel cell system being considered consists of a valve, reformer, heat exchanger, 

blower and fuel cell.  

as shown in the Figure 14.  Note that this fuel cell “system” does not contain all of the parts that 

would be required to make the system work, but, does contain a minimum number of 

“subsystems” whose primary functionality is embodied in the names provided (e.g., reformer, 

heat exchanger).   

Two problems were addressed by this analysis. The first is whether there exists some 

type of generic fuel cell system which can meet data center reliability needs. In other words, 

given sufficient component reliability, can the 0.999 reliability requirements of data centers be 

met? The second is whether an individual component with insufficiently high reliability can give 

sufficiently high reliability when placed in parallel.  

 

5.1.1 Idealized Series System Analysis 

 All components of the system were placed in series. The failure was assumed to be 

exponentially distributed. The failure rate was assumed to be constant. The constant failure rate 

implies an exponential distribution. The NPRD-2011, which is used in later analysis, assumes an 

exponential distribution for all components reported [41]. Thus the assumption of an exponential 
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failure distribution here is in line with later assumptions. Furthermore, NPRD-2011 notes that 

over long time periods Weibull failure distributions appear exponential, provided failed parts are 

repaired [41].  The reformer, heat exchanger, valve, and blower were all assumed to be 0.999 

reliable. This analysis was used as a “proof-of-concept” to see if a sufficiently reliable system 

could be built at all. The idealized assumption of 0.999 reliability for all components was 

justified in this way. The fuel cell system was assumed to be 0.97 reliable, in line with 

SOLIDPower S.p.a’s (SOLIDPower) predictions for their system. From these desired reliability 

values, the failure rates were calculated for a cycle length of 3 years:  

! = "#$%
vbv;> ;>Tw�@ (41) 

��x� = -
7 (42) 

. 999 = FyRzRt  (43) 

( = 0.000035 (44) 

 The failure rates are shown below in Table 2: 

Table 2. Component failure rates and corresponding reliabilities for the idealized analysis. 

Type of component Failure rate Reliability 

Fuel Cell 0.0000392 .97 

Reformer 0.000035 .999 

Heat Exchanger 0.000035 .999 

Valve 0.000035 .999 

Blower 0.000035 .999 
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 The system was analyzed in a Mathematica code (see 10.1 for code). The analysis 

showed that the system is .999 reliable at t=1 hour. This analysis did not include maintenance or 

repair.  

The results of this analysis are shown in Table 3 and Figure 15. It can be seen that initially 

the reliability meets the three-9s target, however, after 10 hours have passed, the reliability is 

below 0.999. By the end of the 3-year lifetime the reliability has decreased to .004. This analysis 

makes clear the necessity of repair for system reliability.  

Table 3. Idealized system reliability with increasing time. The reliability decreases as time increase. 
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Figure 15. Survival function of the idealized system.  This shows the probability that the system will 

survive beyond a certain time. 

 

5.1.2 Subsystem Analysis 

 Analysis began considering the reliability of one component and additional components 

were added until .999 reliability was reached. All additional components were added in parallel. 

Component reliabilities of .6, .7, .8, and .9 were used. The analysis was conducted using a 

MATLAB script (see 10.2 for code). A sufficiently reliable subsystem is achievable using 

paralleled redundant components. Table 4 shows the results of the script. If enough components 

are placed in parallel three-9 reliability can be achieved, even for components with poor 

reliabilities. 

Table 4. Number of parallel components necessary to achieve a system reliability > 0.999 with differing 

component reliabilities. 

t 

R(t) 
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Component Reliability Components needed System Reliability 

0.6 9 .9993 

0.7 7 .9993 

0.8 6 .9997 

0.9 4 .9990 

  

5.1.3 8-out-of-10 system analysis 

 In section 5.1.1, it was shown that a fuel cell system with a .97 reliable fuel cell can 

achieve a reliability of 0.999. An 8-out-of-10 system was identified by SOLIDPower as a 

realistic system design based for a three-9 reliable system with 0.97 reliable fuel cells. This 

assertion was validated. Here it is shown that the 8-out-of-10 model does meet design 

expectations with a 0.97 reliable fuel cell. Ten fuel cells were modelled in a parallel k-out-of-n 

system, where 8 fuel cells must remain operational for the system to continue to function. The 

analysis was conducted in Mathematica (see 10.3 for code). Mean time to failure of the system 

was 9603.17 hours. 

The survival function is graphed in Figure 16. For early times, there is an improvement in 

survival (compared to the survival function in Figure 15). However, as Table 5 shows, the 

reliability of the system at the end of 5 years still .004.  
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Figure 16. The survival function for an 8-out-of-10 fuel cell. 

 

Table 5. Reliability of the 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system with time. Reliability decreases as time increases.  

Elapsed time (hours) Reliability 
1 0.999896 

10 0.998959 

100 0.989641 

1000 0.901106 

10000 0.352988 

20000 0.1246 

30000 0.0439823 

 

5.1.3.1 Sensitivity of an 8-out-of-10 System to Changes in 

Component Reliability 

The reliability of a k-out-of-n system was calculated for various component reliability 

values. The values used for the analysis are shown in Table 6. The 8-out-of-10 system was used 

for this analysis since it was identified as a promising system design. While other system designs 

were not investigated, it can be said that generally the reliability of a k-out-of-n will increase for 
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increases in n or R and for decreases in k. This analysis was done in MATLAB (see 10.4 for 

code). 

Table 6. Values used in fuel cell k-out-of-n sensitivity analysis.  

k 8 

n 10 

R 0.95, 0.96, 0.97, 0.98, 0.99 

 

The system reliabilities for various fuel cell reliabilities are shown in Table 7 and graphed 

in Figure 17. It can be seen that increasing fuel cell reliability from 0.95 to 0.97 gives large 

increases to the system reliability, but increasing from 0.97 to 0.99 results in a smaller increase 

in system reliability.  

Table 7. Fuel cell reliability results for an 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system using a range of component 

reliabilities. As fuel cell reliability increases the system reliability approaches three-9s. 

Component Reliability System Reliability 

0.95 0.988496 

0.96 0.993786 

0.97 0.9978235 

0.98 0.999136 

0.99 0.999886 
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Figure 17. The effect of fuel cell reliability on system reliability for an 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system. 

The equation for the sensitivity of system reliability on component reliability is [38]:  

B'�p,T	
BA = m KUmL /p�-nT�p (45) 

The result of this calculation can be seen in Table 8. As system reliability increases, the 

sensitivity of the system reliability on component reliability decreases. 

 

Table 8. Sensitivity of an 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system to the fuel cell reliability. As fuel cell reliability 

increases, the sensitivity of the system to fuel cell failure decreases. 

Component Reliability Sensitivity 
0.95 .0070 

0.96 .0048 

0.97 .0029 

0.98 .0014 

0.99 .00037 

5.2 Realistic System Analysis 

In the above analysis, the reliability of the reformer, heat exchanger, blower, and valve 

were assumed to be .999. This is an idealized assumption and one that is unlikely to be the case 
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in practice. Therefore, a search for more realistic numbers was undertaken and used in another 

reliability analysis in Mathematica.  

5.3  Reliability and availability evaluation of a basic SOFC system using 

NPRD-2011 

A basic Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) system was analyzed using Mathematica (see 10.5 

for code). The system consisted of a reformer, an 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system, a heat exchanger, 

a blower, and a valve. Reliability data for the heat exchanger, blower, and valve were found in 

the NPRD-2011 [40]. Reformer and fuel cell system reliability were estimated based on desired 

performance. This analysis assumed constant failure rates, exponential failure distributions, and 

no repairs. Constant failure and exponential failure distributions are assumed due to the general 

nature of the analysis and the non-specific failure data being used [40]. Since this analysis 

considers only a non-repairable system, only reliability of the system is considered, not 

availability. 

First, the basic system was analyzed, followed by 3 variations where low performing 

individual components were paralleled.  

5.3.1 Reliability Estimation 

5.3.1.1 Reformer 

A literature review found no detailed analysis of reformer reliability. Therefore, a desired 

reliability value of .6 was used as a first estimate. Equipment in a data center is used for 3 years 

before replacement, therefore, the cycle length of this analysis is 3 years or 26280 hours.  

! = "#$%
vbv;> ;>Tw�@ (39) 

��x� = -
7 (40) 

       . 6 = FyRzRt  (46) 
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(=>69={>= = 6.34 × 10�} (47) 

 

5.3.1.2 8-out-of-10 Fuel cell System Reliability Estimation 

Estimations from SOLIDpower determined that an 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system would 

provide sufficient reliability with an individual fuel cell reliability of .97. Calculating the failure 

rate as above gives: 

(6<>;v>;; = 3.92 × 10�} (48) 

 

5.3.2 Analysis 

The reliabilities used for this analysis are shown in Table 9. 

Table 9. Failure rates used for reliability and availability analysis. Data was taken from NPRD-2011 if 

possible.  

Component 

Type 

Failure Rate, λ MTBF 

(hours) 

Estimation 

Method 

Fuel cell system 
0.0000392 25,510.2 

Mathematica, based 

on desired 

performance 

Reformer 
0.0000634 

15,772.9 

Mathematica, based 

on desired 

performance 

Heat Exchanger 
0.06052 

16.5 

NPRD, 

based on average 

performance 

Valve 0.028693 

34.9 

Mathematica, based 

on desired 

performance 

Blower 
0.012333 

81.1 

NPRD, 

based on average 

performance 
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Four systems were analyzed: the first is the generic fuel cell system described at the 

beginning of this section. The additional analyses explored paralleling one component in each 

case.   

The reliability data collected from NRDB-2011 does not give information about 

conditions in which equipment was operated. This could mean that the component failure data is 

artificially, resulting in an artificially low estimate. 

5.3.2.1 Generic system /Variation 1 Results 

The reliability over time of the components were calculated. The individual component 

reliabilities are shown below (Figure 18, Figure 19, Figure 20, Figure 21, Figure 22). Figure 20 shows 

that the heat exchanger has the worst reliability.  

Additionally, the survival function, PDF, and CDF of the system were calculated (Figure 

23, Figure 24, Figure 25). From Figure 23 it can be seen that the probability that the system will 

survive beyond 50 hours is zero. The calculations were taken to 30,000 hours to show reliability 

of the components and system over a three year lifetime. The MTBF was found to be 9.83 hours. 

Such a system would require at least 2 repairs per day. This MTBF is far too low to be 

acceptable.  
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Figure 18. Reliability of the 8-out-10 fuel cell system over a 3 year period (in hours). 

 

Figure 19. Reliability of a reformer over a 3 year period (in hours). 
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Figure 20. Reliability of heat exchanger over 100 hours. The heat exchanger will have failed by the 100 

hour mark. This is very low given the 3 year mission time.  

 

 

Figure 21. Reliability of valve over 100 hours. The valve will have failed by the 100 hour mark. This is 

very low given the 3 year mission time. 
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Figure 22. Reliability of blower over 100 hours. The blower will have failed by the 100 hour mark. This 

is very low given the 3 year mission time. 

 
Figure 23. Survival function of combined general system. The probability that this system will 

survive beyond 60 hours is 0.  
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Figure 24. Probability density function of the combined general system lifetime. This gives the 

probability that the function will fail at a given time.  

 

 

Figure 25. Cumulative Distribution Function of combined general system lifetime. The CDF represents 

the cumulative values of the PDF. This gives the probability that a component will fail before a given 

time. 
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5.3.2.2 Parallel Heat Exchanger/Variation 2 Results 

In the second system variation, a second heat exchanger was added in parallel to the first. 

The parallel heat exchanger was assumed to be i.i.d. No other changes were made to the system. 

This improved the MTBF to 13.5 hours. This was the single largest benefit out of the other 

system variation. It makes sense that paralleling the worst performing component would give the 

largest benefit to the system. In this case the system analysis was only run to 100 hours. In the 

previous analysis the heat exchanger was found to be the weakest link, and it is unsurprising that 

variation 2 provides the greatest improvement over the generic system/variation 1. The survival 

function, PDF, and CDF are graphed (Figure 26, Figure 27, Figure 28). While these figures show 

some improvement, like the improvement in MTBF, it is modest.  

 

Figure 26. Survival function of a system with two heat exchangers in parallel. The probability that this 

system will survive beyond 60 hours is 0. 
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Figure 27. Probability density function of the failure of a system with two heat exchangers in parallel. 
This gives the probability that the function will fail at a given time. 

 

 

Figure 28. Cumulative distribution function of the failure of a system with two heat exchangers in 

parallel. The CDF represents the cumulative values of the PDF. This gives the probability that a 

component will fail before a given time.  
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5.3.2.3 Parallel Valve/Variation 3 

In the third system variation, a second valve was added in parallel to the first. The 

parallel valve was assumed to be i.i.d. No other changes were made to the system. This improved 

the MTBF to 12.0 hours. The suvival function, PDF, and CDF are shown below (Figure 29, Figure 

30, Figure 31). Placing a redundant valve in parallel does not result in great improvements in 

these figures.  

 

Figure 29. Survival function of a system with two parallel valves. The probability that this system will 

survive beyond 60 hours is 0. 
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Figure 30. Probability density function of the failure of a system with two parallel valves. This gives the 

probability that the function will fail at a given time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 31. Cumulative density function of the failure of a system with two parallel valves. The CDF 

represents the cumulative values of the PDF. This gives the probability that a component will fail before a 

given time. 
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5.3.2.4 Parallel blower/Variation 4 

In the fourth system variation, a second blower was added in parallel to the first. The 

parallel blower was assumed to be i.i.d.. No other changes were made to the system. This 

improved the MTBF to 10.0 hours. This was the least significant improvement of all the 

variations considered.  This is because the blower had the best MTBF of the components that 

were placed in parallel. The survival function, PDF, and CDF are shown in Figure 32, Figure 33,  

and Figure 34. 

 

Figure 32. Survival function of a system with two parallel blowers. The probability that this system will 

survive beyond 60 hours is 0. 
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Figure 33. Probability density function of the failure of a system with two parallel blowers. This gives the 

probability that the function will fail at a given time.  
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Figure 34. Cumulative distribution function of the failure of a system with two parallel blowers. 

The CDF represents the cumulative values of the PDF. This gives the probability that a component will 

fail before a given time.  

 

 

6. Reliability analysis of a generic Solid Oxide Fuel Cell system 

using Dynamic Programming 

A Dynamic Programming algorithm was used to identify the optimum redundancy 

allocation of a fuel cell system consisting of a fuel cell, reformer, heat exchanger, valve, and 

blower in series which achieves a system availability of at least 0.999. 

This analysis was undertaken as part of a study to verify that an SOFC system can 

achieve the .999 availability necessary in a data center environment. Previous analysis has shown 

that given reasonable assumptions about the reliabilities of the components, additional 

(redundant) parts would be necessary.  

t 
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The objective of this analysis was to find the optimal redundancy of a system consisting 

of a fuel cell, a reformer, a blower, a heat exchanger, and a valve which achieves a system 

reliability of at least .999. All components were considered to be in series. 

6.1  Approach 

A Dynamic Programming approach was selected to optimize the redundancy of the 

system. Dynamic Programming is the process of solving separate parts of a problem and then 

combining the separate solutions for an overall solution. In the case of redundancy optimization, 

the optimum redundancy allocations of a system are calculated based on the optimum allocations 

of smaller subsystems. This process is detailed in Barlow, Proschan and Kettelle [41] [42]. 

This dynamic program followed Ketelle’s algorithm and calculated the optimum 

redundancy allocation for a generic fuel cell system meeting the reliability requirements of a data 

center (.999 reliability). The program was written in MATLAB and is presented in 10.6.  
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Figure 35. Example of dynamic programming algorithm. Individual components are combined one by one 

to produce an optimized system reliability.  

 The Dynamic Programming algorithm first calculates the reliability and cost of the 

combination of the fuel cell and reformer (stages 1 and 2). The combination of one component in 

stage 1 and one component in stage 2 is calculated and the reliability, cost, and number of 

components is saved. This combination is considered the first dominating sequence. A 

dominating sequence is a ‘cheapest’ entry with reliability no less than the previous entry’s 

reliability,  i.e., reliability exceeding Rn-1. Rn-1 is the reliability of the previous dominating 

sequence. The first combination which meets or exceeds the allowable unreliability at that stage 

will always be the first dominating sequence as there will be no cheaper sequence. The cost 

metric does not necessarily refer to the monetary cost of a component. The cost metric is a 

weight that allows the analysis to be conducted to optimize for weight, monetary cost, volume, or 

other system feature of interest.  Components or subsystems are then added to each stage and any 

resulting dominating sequences are saved. The combination of stages 1 and 2 is finished when 
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there are no further “steps” of additional components to be added. The number of steps is 

determined by the unreliability allowable at each stage (as determined by the system unreliability 

desired using qn) divided by the total number of stages, M.  The unreliability and cost of each 

step is determined for the stages being combined, with an additional component being added 

with each step, until the unreliability of the stage is less than the unreliability allowable at that 

stage/total number of stages.  

� =  ∏�1 − n:T~	 (49) 

x:� = �R: + �-���R: ∙ �-� (50) 

� = ∑ i:U::Z":Z-  (51) 

� = iR: + i-� (52) 

R = reliability 

qi = unreliability of the components in stage i 

ni = number of components in stage i 

Bij = combined unreliability of stages i and j 

C = combined cost of stages i and j 

6.1.1 Inputs 

The unreliability and ‘cost’ of each component are input to the program from Microsoft 

Excel (Excel). The program was written to loop and calculate for 8 different unreliability input 

sets. For this analysis all costs were set to 1. This sets no incentive to “value” one component 

over another.  

Table 10.  Failure rate input sets for Dynamic Programming Redundancy Allocation. Eight sets of 

progressively more reliably components were used. 

Component Unreliability Input Sets 
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 Fuel Cell Reformer Heat 

Exchanger 

Blower Valve 

1 0.03 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

2 0.03 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

3 0.03 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

4 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

5 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 

6 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

7 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 

8 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 

 

Table 11. Cost inputs for Dynamic Programming Redundancy Allocation. All components were equally 

valued in this analysis. 

Component Cost Inputs 

 Fuel Cell Reformer Heat 

Exchanger 

Blower Valve 

All Sets 1 1 1 1 1 

 

6.2 Results 

The Dynamic Programming algorithm outputs the reliability of the combined system, the 

optimal number of each type components of the system and the total number of components in 

the system. Input sets 1 and 2 did not yield three-9 reliabilities for system sizes less than 40 

components. Input set 3 gave one three-9 reliability for a system size of less than 40 components. 

The remaining input sets yielded several optimal results. These results are shown in Table 12, 

Table 13, Table 14, Table 15, Table 16, and Table 17. 

Table 12. Optimal Redundancy Allocations for Input Set 3. Only one “optimal” was found. That is to say, 

that only one set of results was found that achieved three-9 reliability with less than forty components. 

 

Input Set 3 Results 

Reliability Total # of 

components 

# of 

Fuel 

Cells 

# of 

Reformers 

# of Heat 

Exchangers 

# of 

Blowers 

# of 

Valves 
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0.001 32 2 5 4 9 12 

Table 13. Optimal redundancy allocations for input set 4.  Each optimal set returned still more than 20 

total components.  

 

Input Set 4 Results 

Reliability Total # of 

components 

# of 

Fuel 

Cells 

# of 

Reformers 

# of Heat 

Exchangers 

# of 

Blowers 

# of 

Valves 

0.001031 23 2 3 4 5 9 

0.001025 27 2 3 5 6 11 

0.000912 29 2 4 7 4 12 

Table 14. Optimal redundancy allocations for input set 5. This is the first input set to return a three-9 

reliable system with a system size of less than 20 components.  

 

Input Set 5 Results 

Reliability Total # of 

components 

# of 

Fuel 

Cells 

# of 

Reformers 

# of Heat 

Exchangers 

# of 

Blowers 

# of 

Valves 

0.001008 14 2 3 3 3 3 

0.000982 15 2 3 3 3 4 

0.000981 16 2 3 3 3 5 

0.000955 18 2 3 3 4 6 

0.000954 20 2 3 5 3 7 

0.000928 22 2 3 4 5 8 

0.000927 26 2 3 5 6 10 

0.000902 28 2 4 7 4 11 

 Table 15. Optimal redundancy allocations for input set 6. 

 

Input Set 6 Results 

Reliability Total # of 

components 

# of 

Fuel 

Cells 

# of 

Reformers 

# of Heat 

Exchangers 

# of 

Blowers 

# of 

Valves 

0.000302 12 2 3 2 3 2 

0.000203 13 2 3 2 3 3 

0.000202 14 2 3 2 3 4 

0.000201 16 2 3 2 4 5 

0.000103 18 2 3 3 7 3 

0.000102 19 2 3 3 7 4 

0.000101 21 2 4 3 8 4 

0.0001 23 2 4 4 9 4 
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Table 16. Optimal redundancy allocations for input set 7. 

 

Input 7 Results 

Reliability Total # of 

components 

# of 

Fuel 

Cells 

# of 

Reformers 

# of Heat 

Exchangers 

# of 

Blowers 

# of 

Valves 

7.52E-5 12 2 3 2 3 2 

5.04E-5 13 2 3 2 3 3 

5.02E-5 14 2 3 2 3 4 

5.01E-5 16 2 3 2 4 5 

2.54E-5 19 2 3 3 8 3 

2.53E-5 20 2 3 3 8 4 

2.52E-5 21 2 3 3 8 5 

2.51E-5 22 2 4 3 9 4 

2.50E-5 24 2 4 4 10 4 

Table 17. Optimal redundancy allocations for input set 8. 

 

Input 8 Results 

Reliability Total # of 

components 

# of 

Fuel 

Cells 

# of 

Reformers 

# of Heat 

Exchangers 

# of 

Blowers 

# of 

Valves 

.001003 10 1 3 2 2 2 

.001002 11 1 3 2 2 3 

3E-6 16 2 3 2 2 7 

2E-6 18 2 3 2 3 8 

1E-6 20 2 3 3 3 9 

 

7. Markov Analysis 

Markov models are mathematical models in which the future state of a system depends 

only upon its current state and is independent of the past system history. This means that the 

transitions from one state to another occur at a constant rate. Markov models predict the 

probability of certain outcomes as weighted by the outcome’s probability. Furthermore, Markov 

models are capable of modelling transitions both to and from a given state. Markov models can 

be used to model systems with repair and systems with component dependencies.  
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Throughout the literature, analysis of fuel cell systems have assumed an exponential 

failure rate. An exponential failure rate is used again in the current analysis. The ability to model 

repair allows for the calculation of system availability, an essential metric for a data center.   

A Markov model was built to estimate the probability of failure of a generic fuel cell 

system for a data center so that the reliability and availability of such a system can be 

understood. The modeled system will consist of fuel cells in a k-out-of-n configuration, a blower, 

a valve, a heat exchanger, and a reformer. 

The model was split up into an 8-out-of-10 fuel cell subsystem and a subsystem 

consisting of the remaining components (heat exchanger, reformer, blower, valve). These 

systems were analyzed separately and then combined to find the system reliability and 

availability.  

7.1 Markov Model of Fuel Cell System 

7.1.1 Overview of k-out-of-n:G systems 

The k-out-of-n:G system design is popular for use in fault-tolerant systems. A fault-

tolerant system is one which can continue to perform its intended function in the presence of a 

fault in one or more of its components. A k-out-of-n:G system is one that works (is good) if at 

least k out of the total n components in the system work. In other words, the system fails only if 

more than n-k components have failed.   

This analysis considers a k-out-of-n system where all components are identical. The 

probability of i components working properly is described by a binomial distribution: 

��� ���������� �������	 =  K�� L ������, � = �, �, �, … , �  (28) 

The reliability of the system is the probability that the number of working components is 

greater than or equal to k: 
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���, �	 =  ∑ K�� L ��������Z�   (29) 

The fuel cell system we are considering is slightly more complex than a simple k-out-of-n 

system. The fuel cells will be joined together so they can all power server racks together. When a 

fuel cell goes down, the rest of the fuel cells compensate by operating at a slightly higher power 

output. This is a load-sharing k-out-of-n system. In a load-sharing system, the electrical demand 

is met by the combination of all the components. When one component goes down it must be 

switched off and disconnected by a controller. This situation is further complicated when 

repairable systems are considered. Two variations of this load-sharing k-out-of-n system are 

considered: perfect fault coverage and imperfect fault coverage. In a system with perfect fault 

coverage the controller always works and the failed component will always be turned off and 

disconnected. In a system with imperfect fault coverage (IFC) the controller can fail.   

7.1.2 Assumptions 

Failure rates were calculated from the reliability estimates used in the Dynamic 

Programming Analysis. Approximate mean time between failures (MTBFs) were estimated 

based upon a mission time of 3 years (in hours). Calculated failure rates are shown in the Table 

18.  This estimation was done in lieu of using reliability estimates based on testing due to the 

lack of available data in the literature.  

���� =  '
{:??:9T �:{> = '

Rz,Rt @ (53) 

( = -
"#$%  (40) 
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Table 18. Calculated failure rates for the input component reliability values used in dynamic 

programming analysis described in 6.  

Reliability MTBF Failure rate 

0.6 15768 6.34196E-05 

0.8 21024 4.75647E-05 

0.9 23652 4.22797E-05 

0.95 24966 4.00545E-05 

0.97 25491.6 3.92286E-05 

0.99 26017.2 3.84361E-05 

0.995 26148.6 3.8243E-05 

0.999 26253.72 3.80898E-05 

 

The repair rates, µ, are based on the order of magnitude of time that a component or 

subsystem is expected to take to repair. This model is built to assess the reliability and 

availability of a generic fuel cell system for a data center. Given the necessity of high availability 

in a data center, the plan is to keep a certain number of fuel cells on-site. These on-site fuel cells 

will be kept ‘hot’ and will be ready for quick installation should a fuel cell fail. The fuel cells 

will be installed in such a way that they can be quickly interchanged. Therefore, the estimated 

repair time in the event of a fuel cell failure will be just a few hours giving µFC: 

.%� = -
"##' = -

R @9<=? = .5 (54) 

The repair time of the blower, valve, heat exchanger, and reformer are estimated to be on 

the order of a day. These components will not be “hot-swappable” and therefore will take longer 

and be trickier to replace. All of these components are assumed to have the same repair rate: 
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.� = -
"##' = -

R� @9<=? = .04167 (55) 

The parameters and assumptions that were used in the initial system analysis are listed in 

Table 19. All non-fuel cell components have the same failure and repair rates. The fuel cell 

failure rate corresponds to the 0.97 reliability that has been used throughout this thesis. 

Table 19. Assumptions used in the first Markov analysis. 

Parameter/assumption Used in First analysis 

fuel cell failure rate 3.92E-05 

fuel cell repair rate 0.5 

heat exchanger failure rate 3.92286E-05 

heat exchanger repair rate 0.04167 

reformer failure rate 3.92286E-05 

reformer repair rate 0.04167 

valve failure rate 3.92286E-05 

valve repair rate 0.04167 

blower failure rate 3.92286E-05 

blower repair rate 0.04167 

failure distribution exponential 

controller failure rate 

0 (perfect fault tolerance) 0.006110 

(imperfect fault tolerance) 

ref, HX, blower, valve redundancy 3 

redundant components 

all components have the same  

repair and failure rates 
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7.1.3 Fuel Cell System with Perfect Fault Coverage 

A model which considers controller failure is a system with imperfect fault coverage. 

Such a system can also be modelled as one with perfect fault coverage, i.e., the controller cannot 

fail. When the system has perfect fault coverage, the Markov model become a birth-death 

process and can be modelled with the equations in Table 20[43]: A single repair station was 

assumed for this analysis. 

Table 20. Equations for a load-sharing k-out-of-n system with perfect fault coverage [43]. A single repair 

station was used for this analysis.  

 Availability MTBF MTTR 

1 

repair 

station 

�� m! KUmL �(.�pT

pZ 
�

�-
� m! KUmL �(.�pT�{

pZ 
 

≈ 1
− �U − 1
+ 1	! K U1 − 1L �(.�T�{&-, 

( ≪ . 

(�-
�U − 1	! 1 K U1L K.(LT�{ � m! KUmL �(.�pT�{

pZ 
 

≈  (�-
�U − 1	! 1 K U1L K.(LT�{, 

( ≪ . 

.�- � m! K1 − 1m L �(.�p{�-

pZ 
 

≈ .�-,  

( ≪ . 

N 

repair 

stations 

�1 − (.	 � KUmL �(.�pT�{

pZ 
 

≈ 1 − K U1 − 1L �(.�T�{&-, 
( ≪ . 

(�-
1 K U1L K.(LT�{ � KUmL �(.�pT�{

pZ 
 

≈  (�-
1 K U1L K.(LT�{, 

( ≪ . 

.�-
1 K U1L � U1 − m − 1 �(.�p{�-

pZ 
 

≈ �
T�{&-

�-
,  

( ≪ . 

 

These equations were implemented in a MATLAB script to estimate the system 

availability (see 10.7 for code).  
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7.1.4 Fuel Cell System with Imperfect Fault Coverage 

The fuel cell system is modeled as a repairable, shared-load, 8-out-of-10:G system with 

imperfect fault coverage (IFC) [44] [45] [46]. IFC is the result of imperfect switching. When a 

fuel cell fails it needs to be turned off. If the switch fails and is unable to remove the fuel cell 

from the system, the system enters state f and fails. The switch cannot be repaired during system 

operation. The transition diagram for the fuel cell system is shown in Figure 36.  

 

Figure 36. State transition diagram for an 8-out-of-10 load-sharing system with IFC. State f is an 

absorbing failure state which cannot be returned from through repair. State f is entered when a switch fails 

as a result of IFC.  

The system of equations which describe the state transitions are shown in Table 21.  

Table 21. System of Markov equations for a load-sharing 8-out-of-10 system with IFC shown in Figure 

36. 

Number 

(n) 
State at time t 

�����  

0 

All components 

operating 

 

−�10(- + (v	/ ��	 + �.-/-��	 

1 

1 fuel cell failed 

 
−�9(  + (v + �. 	/-��	 + 10�/ ��	 + �.R/R��	 

2 2 fuel cells failed −�8(t + (v + �.t	/R��	 + 9�/-��	 + �.R/f��	 

 (1-α)n λFC + λc 

µFC µFC µFC 

10λFC 9λFC 8λFC 

3 1 

f 

2 

f 

0 

 

f 

 (1-α)(n-j) λFC + λc 
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3 

3 fuel cells failed: 

system failure 
−�.f/f��	 + 8�(t/R��	 

f 

Controller failure: 

system failure 

�1 − �	 �c�U − ¡	(T��/���	 + (vgR

�Z 
 

 

This system of equations were implemented in a MATLAB script (see 10.7 for code).  P0 

and Pf  of this system of equations were calculated in MATLAB using ODE45, one of 

MATLAB’s built in solvers. The initial conditions for the system are:  

Table 22. Initial conditions for 8-out-of-10 system with IFC. 

P0 1 

P1 0 

P2 0 

P3 0 

Pf 0 

 

The availabilities were calculated using the following equations from [45]: 

! =  ∑ /�T�p�Z  (56) 

/ ��	 =  ,��T7¢£&7¤	� (57) 

/���	 =  ¥¦ ∏ ]�T�:&-	7¢£^ ∑ >E��§E~	y¢£¨y¤	©¦~ªr¦~ªF∏ ]�T�A	¦«ªr,�«¬~	 7¢£��T�:	7¤^  (58) 
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7.2 Markov Model of Blower, Heat Exchanger, Reformer and Valve 

7.2.1 Model 

The blower, heat exchanger, reformer, and valve were modelled separately from the fuel 

cell system. In section 6, optimal redundancy allocations were calculated for components of this 

system. These are used as a starting point for the analysis of the non-fuel cell system 

components. Input set five of the dynamic programming analysis returned an optimal 

arrangement of 2 redundant components of each type, resulting in 3 components for each type. 

The redundant components are placed in parallel to one another so that if at least 1 device is still 

operating, the sub-system does not fail. These systems are modelled as active parallel systems 

with repairs. The process of determining the failure rates from the dynamic programming 

analysis is described above in section 7.1.2.  

Figure 37 shows a transition diagram which describes the changes in state from the all-up 

state (state 1, 3 components operating). States 2-4 have one failed component. States 5-7 have 2 

failed components. State 8 is a fully failed state. Numbering for this analysis started at 1 to 

simplify indexing in MATLAB. 

 
Figure 37. State transition diagram for a 3 component parallel system. State 1 is the initial fully 

operation state. State 8 is the fully failed state.  

 

The above state transition diagram can be simplified by combining states 2-4 and 5-7 into 

one state. To do this, their failure rates are multiplied by the number of operating components for 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
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that state. For this analysis all components of the same type are assumed to have the same failure 

and repair rates. To model the system reliability, state 4 is modelled as an absorbing state. An 

absorbing state is a state that cannot be left once it is entered, i.e., a failed state which will not be 

repaired. To model the system availability, a return from state 4 is allowed.  

 

Figure 38. Reduced transition diagram for reliability calculation. State 4, the fully failed state, is an 

absorbing state from which there is no repair during the mission time.  

 

 

Figure 39. Reduced transition diagram for availability calculation. State 4 is no longer an absorbing state.  

The systems of equations which describe these state transitions are shown in Table 23 and 

Table 24. 

Table 23. System of equations for reliability calculation of a 3 component parallel system. 

Reliability 

Number (n) 
�����  

1 −3(�-��	 + .�R��	 

2 .�-��	 − �2( + .	�R��	 + 2(�f��	  

3 .�R��	 − �2( + .	�f��	 + 2(����	 

4 0  

Table 24. System of equations for availability calculation of a 3 component parallel system.  

3λ 2λ λ 
1 2 3 4 

μ μ 

3λ 2λ λ 
1 2 3 4 

μ μ μ 
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Availability 

Number (n) 
�����  

1 −3(�-��	 + .�R��	 

2 .�-��	 − �2( + .	�R��	 + 2(�f��	 

3 .�R��	 − �2( + .	�f��	 + 2(����	 

4 .�f��	 + .����	 

 

The availability and reliability of the component subsystems were modelled and then the 

blower, heat exchanger, valve, and reformer subsystems were combined for a combined 

reliability of all the general components without the fuel cell system. The availability of the fuel 

cell system was combined with this number to find a total system availability.  

These systems were solved in MATLAB using Laplace transforms (see 10.7 for code).  

7.3  Results 

This system was modelled in MATLAB to calculate both the reliability and the steady 

state availability. The computer model for these calculations is presented in 10.7.  The first 

transition diagram was used to calculate the reliability and the second was used to calculate the 

availability.  

Table 25. Reliability and availability results of Markov model for the blower, heat exchanger, valve and 

reformer, all these components combined and the fuel cell system with perfect fault coverage.  

Reformer, HX, Valve 

Blower individually 

Reliability 0. 9999945 = Six 9s 

Availability 0.999999998 = Eight 9s 

Reformer, HX, Valve 

Blower combined 

Reliability 0.99997 = Four 9s 

Availability 0.999999993 = Eight 9s 

Fuel cell system – 

Perfect fault coverage 
Availability 0.9999999996 = Nine 9s 
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PFC Fuel cell, 

Reformer, HX, Valve, 

Blower 

Availability 0.999999993 = Eight 9s 

 

 The availability and probability of the IFC 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system were not steady 

state calculation, and so the probability of failure and availability of the system can be graphed 

over time.  Figure 41 shows the probability that 10 fuel cells are operating (P0) and the probability 

of a switch failure (Pf) over 1000 hours. The time was taken to be only 1000 hours, rather than 

the 26,280 hour mission time, since the system reaches probability of failure of 1 by 1000 hours. 

No additional information would be gathered by extending the simulation time. Figure 41 shows 

the availability of the same system over 9,000 hours (approximately 1 year). Again, all relevant 

information is seen in the first 1000 hours, so the availability over 1000 hours is shown in Figure 

42. 

The availability of the full system (the fuel cell system combined with the heat 

exchanger, blower, valve, and reformer) is shown in Figure 43 over a 1 year period. Figure 44 

shows the availability of the same combined system over the first 1000 hours.  
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Figure 40. Probability all fuel cells are operating (P0) and the probability of switch failure (Pf) over the 

first 1000 hours of operation.  

 

P
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Figure 41. Availability of an 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system with IFC over a 1 year period (in hours). 

Availability decreases rapidly, reaching zero by 1000 hours. 
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Figure 42. Availability of an 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system with IFC over 1000 hours. 
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Figure 43.  Availability of a combined system (8-out-of-10 fuel cell with IFC combined in series with 

blower, valve, reformer, and heat exchanger subsystems in a 3 component parallel configuration) over 1 

year (in hours). Availability decreases very quickly, reaching zero within the first 1000 hours.  
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Figure 44. Availability of the combined system (8-out-of-10 fuel cell with IFC combined in series 

with blower, valve, reformer, and heat exchanger subsystems in a 3 component parallel configuration) 

over 1000 hours.  

The availabilities of the fuel cell and the combined system at selected times are shown in 

Table 26. Comparing the availability of the IFC fuel cell system to the availability of the PFC fuel 

cell system makes it clear that the reliability of the switching system has a large impact on the 

availability of a shared-load k-out-of-n system. In this case, the system availability is six orders 

of magnitude lower. When the availability of the entire combined system is considered, the 

numbers do not vary greatly. This is because the blower, valve, reformer, and heat exchanger 

failure rates used in this analysis were very low, resulting in very high availabilities.  
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Table 26. Availabilities of IFC fuel cell system and IFC combined system at selected times.  

t (hours) Availability of IFC 

8-out-of-10 FC 

system 

Availability of 

combined system 

1 0.9935 0.9935 

200 0.2894  0.2894  

400 0.0790  0.0790  

600 0.0216  0.0216  

800 0.0059  0.0059  

1000 0.0016  0.0016  

 

It was noted that the failure rate of the switches used by Microsoft in their existing data 

centers was several orders of magnitude better than the switch failure rate listed in the IEEE 

Goldbook. Thus, the current Markov model was run again using a new λc and α that better reflect 

the Microsoft switch failure rates. The system availability was markedly improved.  

Figure 45 shows the availability of the IFC system with the improved switch over a 3 year 

period. This system reaches a fully failed state after about 15,000 hours (as opposed to the 1000 

hours of the previous system). Figure 46 shows the availability of this system over 1000 hours. 

This can be compared with the results of Figure 42 for a side-by-side comparison of the 

improvement. The availability of the combined system over a 3 year period is shown in Figure 

47. Figure 48 shows the availability of this system over the first 1000 hours allowing for a side-

by-side comparison with Figure 44. Table 27 shows the availability of the IFC system and the 

combined system for selected times.  
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The 3 orders of magnitude of improvement in controller failure rate resulted in a single 

order of magnitude improvement in initial fuel cell system availability. The IFC FC system 

availability remains much lower than the availability predicted for the PFC FC system. The lack 

of detection and repair of switch failures is clearly a limiting factor in system availability.

 

Figure 45. Availability of an 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system with improved switches over a 3 year mission 

time (in hours). This system is a great improvement over the initial IFC system. Availability only 

approaches zero after a 1.5 years.  
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Figure 46. Reliability of the same 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system with improved switches over 1000 hours.  
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Figure 47. Availability of the combined system (improved switching 8-out-of-10 fuel cell with IFC 

combined in series with blower, valve, reformer, and heat exchanger subsystems in a 3 component 

parallel configuration)  over 3 years (in hours). Again, the availability of this system approaches zero after 

1.5 years.  
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Figure 48. Availability of the combined system (improved switching 8-out-of-10 fuel cell with IFC 

combined in series with blower, valve, reformer, and heat exchanger subsystems in a 3 component 

parallel configuration) over 1000 hours.  

Table 27. Availabilities of the improved IFC fuel cell system and the improved IFC combined system at 

selected times. The availability at 1000 is several orders of magnitude higher than the system which used 

failure rate data from the IEEE Gold Book.  

t (hours) Availability of IFC 

8-out-of-10 FC 

system 

Availability of 

combined system 

1 0.9996 0.9996 

200 0.9207 0.9207 

400 0.8444 0.8444 

600 0.7745 0.7745 

800 0.7103 0.7103 

1000 0.6515 0.6515 

 

7.4  Sensitivity Analysis 

The Markov MATLAB model was modified to consider three types of alternative 
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considered. The three types of alternative topologies were: 1-2 reformers serving an 8-out-of-10 

fuel cell system, 1-2 heat exchangers serving 10 8-out-of-10 fuel cell systems, and, 3-4 fuel 

processing systems serving an entire data center. For this analysis centralized systems were not 

considered to be load-sharing.  

7.4.1 Reformer Variation 

For this variation, the availability of a system comprised of one 8-out-of-10 fuel cell 

system and either 1 or 2 reformers was considered. The 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system with 

imperfect switching was used.  The reformer failure rates shown in Table 19 were used again for 

this analysis. The time period considered was 1000 hours. 

To calculate the availability of the system the following equations were used. Given a 

failure rate and a repair rate, the MTBF and MTTR can be calculated, allowing the availability to 

be calculated.  

 ! =  "#$%
"#$%&"##'   (59)  

 ( = ��)*+�, ���, =  -
"#$%  (60) 

 . = �,/�)� ���, =  -
"##' (61) 

The method above works for a single reformer. However, to calculate the availability of 

two reformers in parallel the following calculation was required. First, the reliability of a single 

�=,−(� (62). Then the reliability of the two reformer system was calculated using 

−�)	 (63). Using the system reliability, ��=,−(� (62) can be used to recalculate the failure 

−�)	 (63) to get the availability of the two reformer system.  

 ���	 = ,�7� (62) 

� = 1 − ∏ �1 − �:	T:Z-  (63) 
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The availability of the fuel cell system and reformer system together in series was 

calculated according to the rule for series systems: 

� = ���- ∩ �R ∩ … ∩ �T 	 = ���- 	���R	 … ���T 	 = ∏ ��T:Z- �: 	 =  ∏ �:T:Z-  (64) 

 Figure 49 shows the availability of the 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system with 1 central 

reformer. Table 28 shows the availability values at selected times. Figure 50 shows the availability 

of an 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system with 2 parallel reformers. Table 29 shows the availability of the 

system with 2 parallel reformers at selected times. The parallel reformer system provides 

availability advantages. Initially, the paralleled system has three-9 availability, while the non-

parallel system does not. By 1000 hours the different is only 0.0006.  

The availability of these systems over a 3 year mission time is shown in Figure 51 and 

Figure 52. After 1.5 years the availability has decreased to 0. 
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Figure 49. Availability of 8-out-10 FC system with a single reformer over 1000 hours.   

Table 28. Availability of alternative topology 1 at selected times. This system does not achieve the 

desired three-9 availability.  

t (hours) Availability of 8-out-

of-10 FC system with 

1 reformer 
1 0.9986 

200 0.9199 

400 0.8437 

600 0.7738 

800 0.7097 

1000 0.6509 
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Figure 50. Availability of an 8-out-of-10 FC system with 2 reformers over 1000 hours.  

Table 29. Availability of an 8-out-of-10 FC system with 2 reformers at selected times. This system does 

achieve the desired three-9 availability.  

t (hours) Availability of 8-out-

of-10 FC system with 

2 reformer 
1 0.9995 

200 0.9207 

400 0.8444 

600 0.7745 

800 0.7103 

1000 0.6515  
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Figure 51. Availability of an 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system with 1 reformer over a 3 year period.  
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Figure 52. Availability of an 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system with 2 reformers over a 3 year mission time.  

 

7.4.2 Heat Exchanger Variation 

In this variation, 8-out-of-10 fuel cell systems were combined with 1 or 2 heat 

exchangers.  Using the availability of the fuel cell system with imperfect switching, the 

availability of the 10 fuel cell systems was calculated:  

 !?b? 96 - = !- ?b?- 
  (65) 

Figure 53 shows the availability of ten 8-out-of-10 fuel cells systems with 1 heat 

exchanger over a 1000 hour period. Table 30 shows the availability of this system at selected 

times. The availability of the system with 2 paralleled heat exchanger is graphed in Figure 54. 
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Figure 53. Availability of ten 8-out-of-10 fuel cell systems with 1 heat exchanger over 1000 

hours.  

Table 30. Availability of of ten 8-out-of-10 fuel cell systems with 1 heat exchanger at selected times. 

t (hours) Availability of 8-out-

of-10 FC system with 

1 HX 
1 0.9947 

200 0.4374 

400 0.1842 

600 0.0776 

800 0.0327 

1000 0.0138  
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Figure 54. Availability of ten 8-out-of-10 fuel cell systems with 2 heat exchangers over 1000 hours.  

Table 31. Availability of ten 8-out-of-10 fuel cell systems with 2 heat exchangers at selected times. 

t (hours) Availability of 8-out-

of-10 FC system with 

2 HXs 
1 0.9956 

200 0.4378 

400 0.1844 

600 0.0776 

800 0.0327 

1000 0.0138  
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7.4.3 Repair Rate Variation 

In this variation, the repair rates of the fuel cell system and the other components were 

switched. That is to say that in this variation the fuel cell took 24 hours to repair and the 

remaining components (blower, heat exchanger, valve, and reformer) took 2 hours to repair.  

The availability of the fuel cell system and the full system are shown in Figure 55 and 

Figure 56. Switching the repair rates does not cause a large change in either the fuel cell system 

or combined system availability.  

Table 32 shows the reliability and availability of the components and subsystems 

considered as well as their increase or decrease relative to the original system. The heat 

exchanger, blower, valve, and reformer components have a reliability increase of one-9 and an 

availability increase of four-9s. The subsystem composed of the heat exchanger, blower, valve 

and reformer have an availability increase of four-9s. The perfect fault coverage fuel cell 

subsystem has an availability decrease of three-9s. When the two subsystems are combined, the 

resulting system has an overall two-9s decrease in availability. This would indicate that the quick 

repair of the fuel cell is more important than the quick repair of the other components.  

Table 33 shows the availability of the fuel cell subsystem with imperfect fault coverage 

and the availability of the combined subsystems over the first 1000 hours. These availability 

values are identical to the results obtained from the initial repair rates. This results emphasizes 

the importance of a highly reliable switch to overall system availability. Even though the system 

should have higher availability with a faster fuel cell repair, when imperfect switching is 

included in the model, no difference is seen.  
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Figure 55. Availability of the fuel cell system with varied repair rates and with imperfect switching over a 

three year period.  
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Figure 56. Availability of the combined system with varied repair rates and with imperfect switching over 

a 3 year period. 

Table 32. The reliability and availability of the components and subsystems when the repair rates have 

been switched. Positive or negative impacts are noted in the fourth column.  

Reformer, HX, 

Valve, Blower 

individually 

Reliability 0.99999996 = Seven 9s + One 9  

Availability 
0.999999999999 = Twelve 9s 

+ Four 9s  

Reformer, HX, 

Valve Blower 

combined 

Availability 
0.999999999996 = Twelve 9s 

+ Four 9s  

Fuel cell system – 

Perfect fault 

coverage 

Availability 0.9999993= Six 9s 

- Three 9s 

PFC Fuel cell, 

Reformer, HX, 

Valve, Blower 

Availability 0.9999993 = Six 9s 

- Two 9s 
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Table 33. Availability of the fuel cell subsystem and of the full system at selected times. The variation of 

the repair rates ultimately does not create large availability differences.  

t (hours) Availability of IFC 

8-out-of-10 FC 

system 

Availability of 

combined system 

1 0.9996 0.9996 

200 0.9207 0.9207 

400 0.8444  0.8444  

600 0.7745  0.7745  

800 0.7103  0.7103  

1000 0.6515  0.6515  

 

7.4.4 Integrated system 8-out-of-10 variation 

A final system variation was considered. In this variation, a fuel cell stack, a blower, a 

valve, a reformer, and a heat exchanger are all placed in series in a subsystem. No redundant 

components were considered with in the subsystem. This subsystem was then placed in a load-

sharing 8-out-of-10 system and the system availability with PFC and IFC was calculated.  

The parameter values used for this analysis are shown in Table 34. These are the same 

parameters that were used in the repair rate variation described in 7.4.3. 

Table 35 shows the availability of the individual subsystems and the availability of the full 

8-out-of-10 system with perfect fault coverage. This integrated system shows a one-9 

improvement in availability compared to the variation analyzed in 7.4.3. The availability of the 

integrated system over time can be seen in Figure 57 andFigure 58. While the availability of the 

system with PFC is improved for the integrated system, these figures show that the availability of 

the IFC integrated system is worse. Table 36 shows the availability values at selected times.  
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Table 34. Failure and repair rates used for the integrated system 8-out-of-10 variation analysis 

Parameter Value 
Fuel cell failure rate 0.0000392286 

Fuel cell repair rate 0.04167 

Blower, valve, reformer, heat exchanger 

failure rate 
0.0000392286 

Blower, valve, reformer, heat exchanger 

repair rate 

0.5 

Controller 
Improved controller failure rate 

 

Table 35. Availability of the subsystem (fuel cell stack, blower, heat exchanger, valve, and reformer in 

series) and the availability of an 8-out-of-10 system made up of these subsystems. 

Subsystem Availability 0.9987 - 

Full 8-out-of-10 

system with 

perfect fault 

coverage 

Availability 0.99999992= Seven 9s 

+ one 9 

improvement 
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Figure 57. Availability of the integrated 8-out-of-10 system with IFC over a 3 year period in hours.  

Figure 58. Availability of the integrated 8-out-of-10 system with IFC over 1000 hours. 

Table 36. Availability of the integrated 8-out-of-10 system with imperfect fault coverage at selected 

times. 

t (hours) Availability of 

integrated IFC 8-

out-of-10 system 
1 0.9980 

200 0.6823 

400 0.4572 

600 0.3064 

800 0.2053 

1000 0.1376 
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8. Summary and Conclusions 

8.1 Summary 

This thesis has explored the challenges of designing a sufficiently reliable and available 

set of fuel cell systems for powering a data center in a distributed fashion. This project is unique 

in its ambition to eliminate the need for uninterruptible power supplies, battery systems, diesel 

generators, and the electrical grid from the data center power architecture while maintaining 

sufficient availability of the data center.  

First, it was shown that a sufficiently reliable fuel cell system could be made. This was 

done by analyzing a system made up of a fuel cell with a reliability of .97 combined with ideal 

blower, heat exchanger, valve, and reformer components all placed in parallel. This showed that 

such a system could in theory be made, even if the fuel cell itself was not .999 reliable.  

Then, a sufficiently reliable fuel cell system topology was identified, based on system 

reliability estimates provided by SOLIDpower. It was found that an 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system 

could provide three-9 reliabilities.  

 Several system variations were conceptualized and analyzed to see how significantly 

non-fuel cell components with R<0.999 would affect system reliability. A sensitivity analysis 

was also conducted on the 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system to see how greatly changes in individual 

fuel cell reliability affected the fuel cell system reliability.  

The reliabilities and MTBFs of these systems were less than the desired three-9 reliability 

so a dynamic programming analysis was conducted to find the optimal redundancy levels for 

each component. 

Finally, a Markov analysis was conducted to investigate the availability of the full 

system. Two systems were analyzed: a system where the fuel cells had PFC and one where the 
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fuel cells had IFC. The full PFC system greatly exceeded the 0.999 availability benchmark, but 

the IFC system did not meet it. This change is due to an absorbing failure state in the Markov 

model that occurs when a fuel cell fails, but is not turned off and taken offline. The availability 

gains that a k-out-of-n system gives can be made irrelevant if the switch is not highly reliable 

itself.  

In summary, this thesis has shown that a sufficiently reliable and available fuel cell 

system architecture is possible in theory. Components will need to be selected to ensure that each 

component is highly reliable. This will ensure that each of the subsystems and the overall 

distributed fuel cell power system can fulfill its necessary role and meet the high standards for 

data center reliability.  

8.2 Conclusions 

This thesis supports the following conclusions about data centers and fuel cell systems: 

• A well-designed fuel cell system can meet the reliability needs of a data center. 

This thesis has shown that three-9 reliable fuel cell systems can be designed. A three-

9 reliable fuel cell systems can also be designed. Data center require highly reliable, 

highly available power. A three-9 system is a minimum requirement for such a 

system.  

• In a load-sharing fuel cell system highly reliable switches and sensors, or a 

maintenance strategy which allows for the repair of switches and sensors, will be 

essential for a mission critical operation, such as a data center.  

Steady state analysis of several fuel cell system topologies with PFC showed that the 

three-9 minimum required for availability would not only be met, but exceeded. 

Availability results for these PFC fuel cell system were in excess of seven-9s. When 
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IFC systems were considered by adding a switch with some failure distribution, that 

availability dropped to two-9s. The switch that was added was a single point of 

failure. This single point of failure had a large impact on the system availability. This 

is especially the case since in this analysis the switch could not be repaired. To further 

emphasize this point, the same system was analyzed with an improved switch failure 

rate. In this analysis, the improved switch was half as likely to fail. The availability of 

the resulting system was a large improvement of the initial system, with an 

availability that surpassed three-9s. 

• The reliability of non-stack components is necessary to create a highly reliable 

fuel cell system. 

A highly reliable stack will be necessary to achieving a highly reliable fuel cell 

system, however, as evidenced by the importance of switches to system reliability, 

other components of the system must also be highly reliable. Initial reliability 

analysis showed that no three-9 reliable system could be designed without 

redundancy when component failure rates for the NPRD-2011 were used. The 

dynamic programming analysis showed that small system sizes (systems smaller than 

20 components) were only achievable for components that were 97% reliable or 

better. Components with 97% reliability were used for the Markov analysis.  
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10. Appendix 

10.1 Proof of concept Mathematica code 

ClearAll["Global`*"] 

 

(* Find a reasonable lambda for fuel cell failure: lambda=1/mtbf, R(t)=exp(-lambda*t)=exp(-t/mtbf), 

operation availability = uptime/operating cycle, working backwards from a desired availability of .97 and 

an operating cycle of 26280  hours lambda can be calculated (uptime=mtbf=1/lambda) *) 

•=.0000392 
Plot[E -•*t , {t,0, 30000}] 

mtbf = 1/\[Lambda] 

(* 

 operation availability = uptime/operating cycle 

cycle = 3 years = 26280 hours 

uptime = mtbf = 25510.2 hours 

*) 

avail = mtbf/26280 

(* Calculate reliability of an 8 - out - of -   10 FC system using above lambda *) 

[Lambda] = .0000392 

{®1, ®2, ®3, ®4, ®5, ®6, ®7, ®8, ®9, ®10}= {ExponentialDistribution](^, ExponentialDistribution](^, ExponentialDistribution](^, 
ExponentialDistribution](^, ExponentialDistribution](^, ExponentialDistribution](^, ExponentialDistribution](^, 

ExponentialDistribution](^, ExponentialDistribution](^, ExponentialDistribution](^}; 
r=ReliabilityDistribution[BooleanCountingFunction[{8 ,10}, 
{a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j}], 
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{{a,  ®�},{b,  ®�},{c,  ®3},{d,  ®4},{e,  ®5},{f,  ®6},{g,  ®7},{h,  ®8}
,{i,  ®9},{j,  ®10}}]; 
SurvivalFunction[ r, t]; 
Plot[%,{t,0,30000}]  

10.2 Realistic system analysis code 

%% Subsystem Proof of Concept %%  
% Author: Alexa Johnson Ritchie  
% Date: 17 August 2015  
% Purpose: To see that there exists some combinatio n of <.999 reliable  
% components that can meet the requirement of .999 subsystem reliability to  
% meet the .999 SOFC system reliability requirement .  
  
Ri=.6;              % Reliability of individual components  
i=1;                % component increment  
Rsubsys=0;          % Reliability of subsystem  
M=zeros();          % Vector to save results  
k=1;                % matrix increment  
n=1;                % count increment  
  
  
for  n=1:4                   % calculates Rsubsys for component reliabilities 
of .6, .7, .8, .9  
     
    while  Rsubsys<.999 ;    % calculates Rsubsys, increasing number of 
components until Rsubsys is at least .999  
         
        Rsubsys=1-(1-Ri)^i;  
         
        i=i+1;  
         
        if  Rsubsys>=.999    % saves successful calculations  
            M(k,1)=i;  
            M(k,2)=Ri;  
            M(k,3)=Rsubsys;  
            k=k+1;  
        end  
       
    end  
     
    Ri=Ri+.1;  
    n=n+1;  
    Rsubsys=0;  
    i=0;  

end 
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10.3 8-out-of-10 system validation  

À 10!)! �10 − )	! ∗ .98: ∗ .02- �:
- 

:Zt
 

À 10!)! �10 − )	! ∗ .97: ∗ .03- �:
- 

:Zt
 

À 10!)! �10 − )	! ∗ .96: ∗ .04- �:
- 

:Zt
 

À 10!)! �10 − )	! ∗ .95: ∗ .05- �:
- 

:Zt
 

10.4 8-out-of-10 sensitivity analysis 

%% sensitivity of an 8-out-of-10 system to componen t reliability, for i.i.d 
components  
  
p = [.95, .96, .97, .98, .99];  
%q = 1-p;  
n = 10;  
k = 8;  
  
for  ii = 1:5  
    pp = p(ii);  
    qq = 1-pp;  
    sens(ii) = k*(factorial(k)/(factorial(k)*factor ial(n-k)))*(pp^(k-
1))*(qq^(n-k));  
end  
 

10.5 Reliability and availability evaluation of an SOFC system using NPRD-

2011 code 

(* Title: Reliability and Availability Evaluation of a Simple Solid  Oxide Fuel Cell 

System - Variation 1 
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Author: Alexa Johnson 

Purpose: Evaluate the reliability and availability of a simple solid  oxide fuel cell system 

consisting of a reformer, valve, blower, heat exchanger, and fuel cell. This fuel cell system is 

being modeled to assess it's ability to reliably provide power to servers in a data center. A basic 

system of 1 reformer, 1 valve, 1 blower, 1 heat exchanger, and an 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system 

will be evaluated first. This will be the basic system. Then variations will be tried. The number 

of reformers, valves, blowers, and heat exchangers will be varied independently. Each variation 

will be tested for hot and cold standby (with perfect switching) and parallel configurations. This 

is the basic system. It is identified as System variation 1.*) 

(* lambdas *) 

SetDirectory["D:/Users/arj/Desktop/SOFC-CCHP/Reliability/General System 

Analysis/Analysis"]; 

m=Import["reldata.xlsx",{"Data",2,{2,3,4,5,6},2}]; 

lreformer=Part[m,1]; 

lfuelcell=Part[m,2]; 

lheatexchanger=Part[m,3]; 

lvalve=Part[m,4]; 

lblower=Part[m,5]; 

(* calculate component reliability distributions *) 

Plot[E^(-lreformer*t), {t,0, 30000}, AxesLabel->{"t(hours)","R"}, PlotLabel-

>"Reformer"] 

Plot[E^(-lfuelcell*t), {t,0, 30000},AxesLabel->{"t(hours)","R"}, PlotLabel->"Fuel Cell"] 
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Plot[E^(-lheatexchanger*t), {t,0, 30000}, AxesLabel->{"t(hours)","R"}, PlotLabel-

>"Heat Exchanger"] 

Plot[E^(-lvalve*t), {t,0, 200}, AxesLabel->{"t(hours)","R"}, PlotLabel->"Valve"] 

Plot[E^(-lblower*t), {t,0, 400}, AxesLabel->{"t(hours)","R"}, PlotLabel -> "Blower"] 

 

(* basic system reliability distribution *) 

 R=ReliabilityDistribution[reformer\[And]blower\[And]hx\[And]fc\[And]valve,{{

reformer,ExponentialDistribution[lreformer]},{blower,ExponentialDistribution[lblower]},{hx,E

xponentialDistribution[lheatexchanger]}, {fc,ExponentialDistribution[lfuelcell]},{valve, 

ExponentialDistribution[lvalve]}}]; 

(* graphs of reliability of system *) 

Table[Plot[df[R,t], {t,0,30000}, PlotLabel->df, PlotRange->All], {df, {SurvivalFunction, 

HazardFunction, PDF,CDF}}] 

Table[Plot[df[R,t], {t,0,100}, PlotLabel->df, PlotRange->All], {df, {SurvivalFunction, 

HazardFunction, PDF,CDF}}] 

       (* mean time to failure *) 

Mean[R] 

ImprovementImportance[R,t]; 

Plot[%,{t,0,100}, PlotLabel->"Improvement Importance", PlotRange ->All, PlotStyle-

>{Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Black}] 

RiskReductionImportance[R,t]; 

Plot[%,{t,0,100},  PlotLabel -> "Risk Reduction Importance", PlotRange ->All, 

PlotStyle->{Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Black}] 
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BirnbaumImportance[R,t]; 

Plot[%, {t,0,100},  PlotLabel ->"Birnbaum Importance", PlotRange ->All, PlotStyle-

>{Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Black}] 

(*Title: Reliability and Availability Evaluation of a Simple Solid Oxide Fuel Cell System 

- Variation 6 

Author: Alexa Johnson 

Purpose: Evaluate the reliability and availability of a simple solid oxide fuel cell system 

consisting of a reformer, valve, blower, heat exchanger, and fuel cell. This fuel cell system is 

being modeled to assess it's ability to reliably provide power to servers in a data center. A basic 

system of 1 reformer, 1 valve, 1 blower, 1 heat exchanger, and an 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system 

will be evaluated first. This will be the basic system. Then variations will be tried. The number 

of reformers, valves, blowers, and heat exchangers will be varied independently. Each variation 

will be tested for hot and cold standby (with perfect switching) and parallel configurations. This 

is the system variation 6. First attempt to manipulate numbers to make an 'ideal' system. Heat 

exchanger & valve availability changed to .6. Has same reliability as reformer. *) 

(* lambdas *) 

SetDirectory["D:/Users/arj/Desktop/SOFC-CCHP/Reliability/General System 

Analysis/Analysis"]; 

m=Import["reldata.xlsx",{"Data",3,{2,3,4,5,6},2}]; 

lreformer=Part[m,1]; 

lfuelcell=Part[m,2]; 

lheatexchanger=Part[m,3]; 

lvalve=Part[m,4]; 
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lblower=Part[m,5]; 

(* calculate component reliability distributions *) 

Plot[E^(-lreformer*t), {t,0, 30000}, AxesLabel->{"t(hours)","R"}, PlotLabel-

>"Reformer"] 

Plot[E^(-lfuelcell*t), {t,0, 30000},AxesLabel->{"t(hours)","R"}, PlotLabel->"Fuel Cell"] 

Plot[E^(-lheatexchanger*t), {t,0, 30000}, AxesLabel->{"t(hours)","R"}, PlotLabel-

>"Heat Exchanger"] 

Plot[E^(-lvalve*t), {t,0, 30000}, AxesLabel->{"t(hours)","R"}, PlotLabel->"Valve"] 

Plot[E^(-lblower*t), {t,0, 400}, AxesLabel->{"t(hours)","R"}, PlotLabel -> "Blower"] 

(* basic system reliability distribution *) 

 R=ReliabilityDistribution[reformer\[And]blower\[And]hx\[And]fc\[And]valve,{{

reformer,ExponentialDistribution[lreformer]},{blower,ExponentialDistribution[lblower]},{hx,E

xponentialDistribution[lheatexchanger]}, {fc,ExponentialDistribution[lfuelcell]},{valve, 

ExponentialDistribution[lvalve]}}]; 

 

(* graphs of reliability of system *) 

Table[Plot[df[R,t], {t,0,30000}, PlotLabel->df, PlotRange->All], {df, {SurvivalFunction, 

HazardFunction, PDF,CDF}}] 

Table[Plot[df[R,t], {t,0,100}, PlotLabel->df, PlotRange->All], {df, {SurvivalFunction, 

HazardFunction, PDF,CDF}}] 

(* mean time to failure *) 

Mean[R] 

ImprovementImportance[R,t]; 
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Plot[%,{t,0,30000}, PlotLabel->"Improvement Importance", PlotRange ->All, PlotStyle-

>{Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Black}] 

RiskReductionImportance[R,t]; 

Plot[%,{t,0,30000},  PlotLabel -> "Risk Reduction Importance", PlotRange ->All, 

PlotStyle->{Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Black}] 

BirnbaumImportance[R,t]; 

Plot[%, {t,0,30000},  PlotLabel ->"Birnbaum Importance", PlotRange ->All, PlotStyle-

>{Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Black}] 

 

(*Title: Reliability and Availability Evaluation of a Simple Solid Oxide Fuel Cell System 

- Variation 7 

Author: Alexa Johnson 

Purpose: Evaluate the reliability and availability of a simple solid oxide fuel cell system 

consisting of a reformer, valve, blower, heat exchanger, and fuel cell. This fuel cell system is 

being modeled to assess it's ability to reliably provide power to servers in a data center. A basic 

system of 1 reformer, 1 valve, 1 blower, 1 heat exchanger, and an 8-out-of-10 fuel cell system 

will be evaluated first. This will be the basic system. Then variations will be tried. The number 

of reformers, valves, blowers, and heat exchangers will be varied independently. Each variation 

will be tested for hot and cold standby (with perfect switching) and parallel configurations.This 

is the system variation 7. First attempt to manipulate numbers to make an 'ideal' system. Heat 

exchanger, valve, and blower availability changed to .6. Has same reliability as reformer. 

*) 

(* lambdas *) 
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SetDirectory["D:/Users/arj/Desktop/SOFC-CCHP/Reliability/General System 

Analysis/Analysis"]; 

m=Import["reldata.xlsx",{"Data",4,{2,3,4,5,6},2}]; 

lreformer=Part[m,1]; 

lfuelcell=Part[m,2]; 

lheatexchanger=Part[m,3]; 

lvalve=Part[m,4]; 

lblower=Part[m,5]; 

(* calculate component reliability distributions *) 

SurvivalFunction[ExponentialDistribution[lreformer],t]; 

Plot[%,{t,0,30000}, AxesLabel->{"t(hours)","R"}, PlotLabel->"Reformer"] 

SurvivalFunction[ExponentialDistribution[lfuelcell],t]; 

Plot[%,{t,0,30000}, AxesLabel->{"t(hours)","R"},PlotLabel->"Fuel Cell"] 

SurvivalFunction[ExponentialDistribution[lheatexchanger],t]; 

Plot[%,{t,0,30000}, AxesLabel->{"t(hours)","R"},PlotLabel->"Heat Exchanger"] 

SurvivalFunction[ExponentialDistribution[lvalve],t]; 

Plot[%,{t,0,30000}, AxesLabel->{"t(hours)","R"},PlotLabel->"Valve"] 

SurvivalFunction[ExponentialDistribution[lblower],t]; 

Plot[%,{t,0,30000}, AxesLabel->{"t(hours)","R"},PlotLabel->"Blower"] 

(* basic system reliability distribution *) 

R=ReliabilityDistribution[reformer\[And]blower\[And]hx\[And]fc\[And]valve,{{reforme

r,ExponentialDistribution[lreformer]},{blower,ExponentialDistribution[lblower]},{hx,Exponenti
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alDistribution[lheatexchanger]}, {fc,ExponentialDistribution[lfuelcell]},{valve, 

ExponentialDistribution[lvalve]}}]; 

(* graphs of reliability of system *) 

Table[Plot[df[R,t], {t,0,30000}, PlotLabel->df, PlotRange->All], {df, {SurvivalFunction, 

HazardFunction, PDF,CDF}}] 

 (* mean time to failure *) 

Mean[R] 

ImprovementImportance[R,t]; 

Plot[%,{t,0,30000}, PlotLabel->"Improvement Importance", PlotRange ->All, PlotStyle-

>{Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Black}] 

RiskReductionImportance[R,t]; 

Plot[%,{t,0,30000},  PlotLabel -> "Risk Reduction Importance", PlotRange ->All, 

PlotStyle->{Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Black}] 

BirnbaumImportance[R,t]; 

Plot[%, {t,0,30000},  PlotLabel ->"Birnbaum Importance", PlotRange ->All, PlotStyle-

>{Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Black}] 

 

10.6 Dynamic Programming Code 

%% Redundancy Optimization of a Solid Oxide Fuel Ce ll System for Data 
Center Power %%  
% Author: Alexa Johnson Ritchie  
% Purpose: To find the non-dominated sequences of r edundancy allocations  
% (sequences for which greater reliability can only  be achieved at greater  
% cost) for a generic fuel cell system. Algorithm i s from Kettelle, 1962.  
% Date: 27 August 2015  
  
clearvars  
%% Assign Values %%  
B_lim=.001;                                 % Minimum desired 
unreliability  
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B_stages = [.0625, .0156, .0038, .0016];      % lower limit for computing 
the combined unavilability of the first m stages  
total_stage = 5;  
DS = zeros();  
saved_pos_DS = zeros(1,9);  
  
%% Loop for various unreliability-cost values %%  
for  sheetName = 1:8  
    pos_DS=zeros(4); %zero pos_DS and DS, prevents carrying over optimal  
sets from past runs into a new one  
    temp_pos_DS=zeros(30,9);  
    saved_pos_DS = zeros(1,9); %reset saved pos DS, so each sheet's saved 
pos DSes get written to individual sheets  
     
    uc_pairs = importfile( 'uc_pairs.xlsx' ,sheetName, 'A1:B5' );   %import 
data  
  
    %% loop 1-END %%  
    for  current_stage = 2:5  
        index = 1;  
        INDEX = 2;  
        n = current_stage + 2;  
        [rows_DS,cols_DS] = size(DS);  
                 
        [ base_row, base_col ] = base_req_calc( uc_ pairs, B_stages, 
current_stage, DS );  
                    % Call function to calculate the 'base requirements '  
            
        [ row_pairs, col_pairs, r_steps, k_steps ] = row_col2( base_row, 
base_col, DS, current_stage, uc_pairs, B_stages, to tal_stage );  
                    % Call function to calculate row and column heading s  
  
        DS(DS>0)=0; % before putting new values into DS, clear previous  
sequences  
        temp_pos_DS(temp_pos_DS>0) = 0; %clear previous values before 
putting in new sequences  
                     
        DS(1,1) = row_pairs(1,1) + col_pairs(1,1) -  
(row_pairs(1,1)*col_pairs(1,1));    % Set E_0,0, first entry in DS  
        DS(1,2) = row_pairs(1,2) + col_pairs(1,2);  
        for  x=3:n-1  
            DS(1,x) = row_pairs(1,x);  
        end  
        DS(1,n) = col_pairs(1,3);  
  
        rej_rows = 0;  
        rej_cols = 0;  
        ii = 1;  
        jj = 1;  
  
        done = false;  
  
        while  ~ done      % Kettelle loop 2-7  
            C_lim = inf;    % For each DS search there is, initially, no 
'cheapest'  
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            [ pos_DS, rej_rows, rej_cols,ii_prime, jj_prime ] =  
allocationOptimizer2( rej_rows, rej_cols, ii, jj, C _lim, B_stages, 
col_pairs, row_pairs, current_stage, r_steps, k_ste ps );  
                            % call allocationOptimizer which runs 3-5 and 
5-7   
                             
            pos_DS(~any(pos_DS,2),:)=[];   
            if  ~isempty(pos_DS)  
                [max_pos_DS, ~] = max(pos_DS(:,2));  % find maximum cost  
                [min_pos_DS, ~] = min(pos_DS(:,2));  % find minimum cost  
                [size_rows, ~] = size(pos_DS);  
  
                for  i=min_pos_DS:max_pos_DS  
                    l = 1;  
                    for  z=1:size_rows  
                        if  pos_DS(z,2) == i  
                            temp_array(l,1:n) = pos _DS(z, :);  
                            l=l+1;  
                        end  
                    end  
                    [temp_rows,~]=size(temp_array);  
                    if  all(temp_array(:,2)==temp_array(1,2)) && 
all(temp_array(:,1)==temp_array(1,1)) && temp_rows> 1 
                        for  d=1:temp_rows  
                            temp_pos_DS(index,1:n) = temp_array(d,:);  
                            temp_pos_DS(index,n+1) = sheetName;  
                            temp_pos_DS(index,n+2) = current_stage;  
                            index = index+1;  
                        end  
                        temp_array(temp_array~=0)=[ ];  
                    else  
                        [M,I] = min(temp_array(:,1) );  
                        temp_pos_DS(index, 1:n)=tem p_array(I, :);  
                        temp_pos_DS(index,n+1) = sh eetName;  
                        temp_pos_DS(index,n+2) = cu rrent_stage;  
                        index = index+1;  
                        temp_array(temp_array~=0)=[ ];  
                    end  
               end  
            end  
                         
            ii = ii_prime;  
            jj = jj_prime;  
             
            if  ii_prime>=r_steps && jj_prime>=k_steps  
                 done = true;  
            end  
        end  
        
        m=index-1;  
        
        % Remove non-optimal solutions in temp_pos_DS  
        temp_pos_DS(~any(temp_pos_DS,2),:)=[]; % remove any zero rows 
temp_pos_DS may have  
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        sorted_temp_pos_DS = sortrows(temp_pos_DS, 2); %sort possible 
dominating sequences by cost  
        [max_pos_DS, ~] = max(sorted_temp_pos_DS(:, 2)); % find maximum 
cost  
        [min_pos_DS, ~] = min(sorted_temp_pos_DS(:, 2)); % find minimum 
cost  
        [size_rows, ~] = size(sorted_temp_pos_DS);  
             
        for  i=min_pos_DS:max_pos_DS  
            l = 1;  
            for  z=1:size_rows  
                if  sorted_temp_pos_DS(z,2) == i  
                    temp_array(l,1:n) = sorted_temp _pos_DS(z, 1:n);  
                    l=l+1;  
                end  
            end  
            [M,I] = min(temp_array(:,1));    % Assign Dominating Sequences  
            DS(INDEX, 1:n)=temp_array(I, :);  
            INDEX = INDEX+1;  
            temp_array(temp_array~=0)=[];  
        end  
              
        DS(~any(DS,2),:)=[]; % remove any zero rows DS might have, as size 
of DS will change between iterations  
        saved_pos_DS = [ saved_pos_DS; sorted_temp_ pos_DS ];  % move list 
of possible DSes from temporary to array which will  be saved  
    end  
    %% if current_stage=total_stage save DS, increm ent sheet to begin 
again with new data %%  
    xlswrite( 'dom_seq.xls' , DS, sheetName);  % save collected dominant 
sequences to a sheet in an excel file  
    xlswrite( 'pos_dom_seq' , saved_pos_DS, sheetName);  
     
end  

 
function  data = importfile(workbookFile, sheetName, range)  
%IMPORTFILE Import data from a spreadsheet  
%   DATA = IMPORTFILE(FILE) reads all numeric data from the first worksheet  
%   in the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet file named F ILE and returns the  
%   numeric data.  
% 
%   DATA = IMPORTFILE(FILE,SHEET) reads from the sp ecified worksheet.  
% 
%   DATA = IMPORTFILE(FILE,SHEET,RANGE) reads from the specified worksheet  
%   and from the specified RANGE. Specify RANGE usi ng the syntax  
%   'C1:C2',where C1 and C2 are opposing corners of  the region.%  
% Example:  
%   ucpairs = importfile('uc_pairs.xlsx','Sheet5',' A1:B5');  
% 
%   See also XLSREAD.  
  
  
%% Input handling  
  
% If no sheet is specified, read first sheet  
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if  nargin == 1 || isempty(sheetName)  
    sheetName = 1;  
end  
  
% If no range is specified, read all data  
if  nargin <= 2 || isempty(range)  
    range = '' ;  
end  
  
%% Import the data  
data = xlsread(workbookFile, sheetName, range);  
  
 function  [ base_row, base_col ] = base_req_calc( uc_pairs, B_stages, 
current_stage, DS )  
%base_req_calc Calculates the the minimum number of  components required to  
%meet the single stage reliability requirements  
%   Call function to calculate the 'base requiremen ts' for the stages  
%   being paired. This ensures the stages being add ed meet the baseline  
%   reliability for a single stage  
  
  
if  current_stage == 2    % calculate the base_row values only on first 
pairing, as this is the DS in subsequent pairings  
    n=1;  
        
    base_unrel = uc_pairs(1,1);  
    base_cost = uc_pairs(1,2);  
    base_components = uc_pairs(1,2);  
  
    while  base_unrel > B_stages(current_stage-1)  
        base_unrel = uc_pairs(1,1)^n;  
        base_cost = uc_pairs(1,2)*n;  
        base_components = n;  
        n = n+1;  
    end    
     
    base_row = [ base_unrel, base_cost, base_compon ents ];  
     
else  
    base_row = 0;  
end  
  
n=1;    % calculate the base_col values on the first and al l subsequent 
pairings as this is always a new stage being added.  
  
base_unrel = uc_pairs(current_stage,1);  
base_cost = uc_pairs(current_stage,2);  
base_components = uc_pairs(current_stage,2);  
  
while  base_unrel > B_stages(current_stage-1)  
    base_unrel = uc_pairs(2,1)^n;  
    base_cost = uc_pairs(2,2)*n;  
    base_components = n;  
    n = n+1;  
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end  
  
base_col = [ base_unrel, base_cost, base_components  ];  
  
end  
  
 
function  [ row_pairs, col_pairs, r_steps,k_steps ] = row_co l2( base_rows, 
base_cols, DS, current_stage, uc_pairs, B_stages, t otal_stage )  
%row_col Assigns first column and first row for 8 r edundant components  
%   First rows and columns must be calculated in or der for their  
%   combinations to be calculated. This function ca lculates the row and  
%   column 'headings' for up to 8 redundant compone nts. NOTE: this could be  
%   changed to calculate until the stage unreliabil ity is below Q/M, as  
%   reccommended in Kettelle. The row headings are might be calculated or  
%   assigned, depending on which stage is being add ed. For the addition of  
%   stage 2 (the first stage to be added) they are calculated. After that  
%   they are taken from the previous dominant seque nce.  
  
stop = B_stages(total_stage-1)/total_stage;  
  
if  current_stage == 2                            % calculate first row if 
stage or assign previous DS to first row  
    row_pairs(1,1:3) = base_rows;  
    loop = base_rows(3)+1;  
    i=1;  
     
    while  row_pairs(i,1)>=stop  
        i = i+1;  
        row_pairs(i,1) = uc_pairs(current_stage-1,1 )^loop;  
        row_pairs(i,2) = uc_pairs(current_stage-1,2 )*loop;  
        row_pairs(i,3) = loop;  
        loop = loop+1;  
    end  
else  
    row_pairs = DS;  
end  
  
[r_steps,~] = size(row_pairs);  
  
col_pairs(1, 1:3) = base_cols;  
loop = base_cols(3)+1;  
i=1;  
  
while  col_pairs(i,1)>=stop                      % calculate first column  
        i = i+1;  
        col_pairs(i,1) = uc_pairs(current_stage,1)^ loop; %b_j  
        col_pairs(i,2) = uc_pairs(current_stage,2)* loop; %c_j  
        col_pairs(i,3) = loop;  %n_j  
        loop = loop+1;  
end          
  
[k_steps,~] = size(col_pairs);  
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if  k_steps < 10  
   for  i=(k_steps+1):10  
       col_pairs(i,1) = uc_pairs(current_stage,1)^l oop; %b_j  
       col_pairs(i,2) = uc_pairs(current_stage,2)*l oop; %c_j  
       col_pairs(i,3) = loop;  %n_j  
       loop = loop+1;  
   end  
end  
[k_steps,~] = size(col_pairs);  
  
end  
  
  
 function  [ pos_DS, rej_rows, rej_cols, ii_prime, jj_prime ]  = 
allocationOptimizer2( rej_rows, rej_cols, ii, jj, C _lim, B_stages, col_pairs, 
row_pairs, current_stage, r_steps, k_steps )  
%allocationOptimizer Finds a possible dominating se quence  
%   Find a possible dominating sequence by calculat ing cost and  
%   unreliability of the arrangement.  
% 
%   An unreliability-cost sequence is a dominating sequence if  
%   (B_i,C_i) is a cheapest entry in the group with  unreliability  
%   lower than B_(i-1).  
%    
%   Inputs: rej_rc(counts the rows(1) or columns (2 ) of u-c pairs that can  
%   be removed from consideration), ii(row incremen t, ii is the maximum rows  
%   considered, funtions as a maximum on redundant components), jj (column  
%   increment),C_lim (cost limiter, finds cheapest of group),  
%   B_lim (unreliability limit), col_pairs (u-c pai rs from the 'columns',  
%   these are the dominant sequences of previous ru ns or, on the first run,  
%   the first stage, these are the column headings in Kettelle), row_pairs  
%   (u-c pairs from 'rows', these are from the stag e to be added to the  
%   analysis).  
% 
%   Outputs: pos_DS (a possible dominating sequence ), rej_rows & rej_cols  
%   (rejected rows or columns, colums or rows which  have been found to  
%   contain no DS)  
  
%% 3-5 %% 
r = rej_rows;  
done1 = false;      %% flag for full 3-5 do-while loop  
c_rk = inf;  
row=1;  
  
while  ~ done1  
   r = r+1;  
   k = jj;  
    
   done2 = false;   % flag for B_rk<B do-while loop  
   flag=false;      % flag for b_0r<B loop which must return to first d o-
while loop  
    
   while  ~ done2 && ~ flag  
      k = k+1;  
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       if  rej_rows > r_steps || r > r_steps || k > k_steps  
           done2=true;  
           break  
       end  
        
       if  row_pairs(r,1)>B_stages(current_stage-1)      
           % check if b_0r < B. If it isn't reject the row, se t flag to true,  
           % so that remainder of code can be by-passed to ret urn to top.  
           % If it is, continue with allocation calculations.  
           rej_rows = rej_rows + 1;  
           flag=true;  
       end  
  
       if  ~flag  
          % if flag is not true, row has not been rejecting a nd the 
combination  
          % should be calculated to see if it is a DS.  
          if  k <= k_steps || r <= r_steps  
              b_rk = row_pairs(r,1) + col_pairs(k,1 ) - 
(row_pairs(r,1)*col_pairs(k,1));  
               % calculate unreliability of combined sequence                                   
              c_rk = row_pairs(r,2) + col_pairs(k,2 );  
               % calculate cost of combined sequence  
          end  
  
           if  b_rk < B_stages(current_stage-1)  
               done2 = true;  
           end  
       end  
   end  
    
   if  rej_rows > r_steps || r > r_steps || k > k_steps  
        done1=true;  
        pos_DS(row,(current_stage+2)) = zeros;  
        row=row+1;  
        break  
   end  
    
   if  flag && rej_rows <= r_steps  
        % if flag is true, a row has been rejected and now further  
        % calculations are needed. Continue to next loop it eration  
       continue ;    
   end  
    
  if  b_rk < B_stages(current_stage-1)   % filter to to find pos_DSes  
            
       uc_array = [b_rk, c_rk];  
       n = current_stage + 1;  
       redun_row = row_pairs(r, 3:n);    % put numbers of components in each 
stage that is included in the 'row' values into an array  
       redun_array = [ redun_row, col_pairs(k,3)]; % add the numbers of 
components in the stage that is being added to give  the full possibly 
dominating allocation  
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       pos_DS(row,:) = [uc_array redun_array];     %combine the arrays of the 
unrel-cost pair and the redundancy numbers to form the posible dominating 
sequence  
       row=row+1;  
  else  
      pos_DS(row, :) = NaN;  
      row=row+1;  
  end  
    
   if  r >= ii || (r==r_steps && r_steps<ii)  
       done1 = true;  
   end  
end  
  
jj_prime = k;  
  
%% 5-7 %% 
k = rej_cols;             % begin row count, row count also identifies number  
of components in stage being added  
done3 = false;          % flag for 6-7 do-while loop  
  
while  ~ done3    % this loop terminates when k=jj            
    k = k+1;     % advance to next col  
    r = ii;   
  
    done4 = false;  % flag for b_1k<B do-while loop  
    flag = false;   % flag for B_rk<B loop which needs to return to  to p of 
done3 loop if B_rk is not < B  
  
    while  ~ done4 && ~ flag %% this loop terminates when unreliability of 
combination is sufficiently low  
        r = r+1;  
         
        if  rej_cols > k_steps || k > k_steps || r > r_steps  
            done4=true;  
            break  
        end  
  
        b_1k = row_pairs(2,1) + col_pairs(k,1) - 
(row_pairs(2,1)*col_pairs(k,1));  
  
         if  b_1k>B_stages(current_stage-1)  
            % check if b_1k < B. If it isn't reject the row, se t flag to 
true,  
            % so that remainder of code can be by-passed to ret urn to top.  
            % If it is, continue with allocation calculations.  
            rej_cols = rej_cols+1;  
            flag = true;  
        end       
  
        if  ~flag  
            % if flag is not true, row has not been rejecting a nd the 
combination  
            % should be calculated to see if it is a DS.  
            if  k ~= k_steps || r ~= r_steps  
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                b_rk = col_pairs(k,1) + row_pairs(r ,1) - 
col_pairs(k,1)*row_pairs(r,1);     
                % calculate unreliability of combined sequence                                     
                c_rk = col_pairs(k,2) + row_pairs(r ,2) ;              
                % calculate cost of combined sequence  
            end  
  
            if  b_rk<B_stages(current_stage-1)  
                done4 = true;  
            end  
        end  
    end  
  
    if  rej_cols > k_steps || k > k_steps || r > r_steps  
            done3=true;  
            pos_DS(row, :) = NaN;  
            row=row+1;  
            break  
    end  
     
    if  flag && rej_cols <= k_steps  
        % if flag is true, a row has been rejected and now further  
        % calculations are needed. Continue to next loop it eration  
        continue ;  
    end  
     
    if  b_rk < B_stages(current_stage-1)  % filter to to find pos_DSes  
            
       uc_array = [b_rk, c_rk];  
       n = current_stage + 1;  
       redun_row = row_pairs(r, 3:n);    % put numbers of components in each 
stage that is included in the 'row' values into an array  
       redun_array = [ redun_row, col_pairs(k,3)]; % add the numbers of 
components in the stage that is being added to give  the full possibly 
dominating allocation  
        
       pos_DS(row,:) = [uc_array redun_array];     %combine the arrays of the 
unrel-cost pair and the redundancy numbers to form the posible dominating 
sequence  
       row=row+1;  
    else  
        pos_DS(row, :) = NaN;  
        row=row+1;  
    end         
  
    if  k >= jj || (k==k_steps && k_steps<jj)  
        done3 = true;  
    end  
end  
  
ii_prime = r;  
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10.7 Markov Analysis MATLAB Code  

%%%%%%%%% Markov Analysis of a Generic Fuel Cell Sy stem %%%%%%%%% 
% Author: Alexa Johnson Ritchie  
% Date: February 2016  
% Purpose: Markov Analysis of a generic fuel cell s ystem consisting of a  
% heat exchanger, blower, valve, reformer, and a fu el cell system. Systems  
% are modelled separtely and then combined for a sy stem reliability and  
% availability.  
  
%% Heat Exchanger / Blower / Valve / Reformer  
% Reliability and availability calculation of heat exchanger, blowers,  
% valve, and reformer. HX, blower, valve and ref ar e assumed to have same  
% repair and failure rates in initial analysis. Mod elled in an active  
% parallel system with 3 identical components.  
  
syms lambda_gen  mu_gen 
M_gen_rel = [ -3*lambda_gen,      3*lambda_gen,           0,                 
0;  
           mu_gen,          -(mu_gen+2*lambda_gen),    2*lambda_gen,          
0;  
           0,                 mu_gen,               -(mu_gen+lambda_gen),    
lambda_gen;  
           0,                 0,                      0,                     
0 ]; % matrix of probability equations for availability does not allow for 
return from fully failed state  
  
M_gen_avail = [ -3*lambda_gen,      3*lambda_gen,           0,               
0;  
           mu_gen,          -(mu_gen+2*lambda_gen),    2*lambda_gen,          
0;  
           0,                 mu_gen,               -(mu_gen+lambda_gen),    
lambda_gen;  
           0,                 0,                      mu_gen,               -
mu_gen ]; % matrix of probability equations for availability allows for 
return from fully failed state  
  
% Gen Component Sys Reliability Calculations  
syms s t  P1(t)  P2(t)  P3(t)  P4(t)  LP1 LP2 LP3 LP4 
y0 = [ 1; 0; 0; 0 ]; %initial probabilitites  
P_t = [ P1; P2; P3; P4 ] ;  
dP_t = [ diff(P1, t), diff(P2, t), diff(P3, t), dif f(P4, t) ];  
f = dP_t == P_t.'*M_gen_rel; % system of equations for system of components  
L = laplace(f, t, s); % laplace transform of system of equations  
L = subs(L, {laplace(P1(t), t, s), laplace(P2(t), t , s), laplace(P3(t), t, 
s), laplace(P4(t), t, s), P1(0), P2(0), P3(0), P4(0 )}, {LP1, LP2, LP3, LP4, 
y0(1), y0(2), y0(3), y0(4)});  
L = subs(L, {lambda_gen, mu_gen}, {0.0000392286,0.0 4167}); % substitute 
failure rate and repair rate  
s = solve(L, LP1, LP2, LP3, LP4);  
sLP4 = s.LP4;  
sLP4 = collect(sLP4);  
Q_c = ilaplace(sLP4);    % invert LPT to find equations for the unreliabilit y   
Q_c = vpa(Q_c); % evaluates symbolic expression  
R_c = 1-Q_c; % reliability is 1-unreliability  
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R_c = subs(R_c, {t}, {3*365*24}) %sub in 3 years in hours  
  
% Gen Component Sys Availability Calculations  
syms  r  a 
P = [ a;            %P1 (note: eqn is dP/dt = M_avail*P_t.' == 0  
      3*r*a;        %P2 
      2*(r^2)*a;    %P3 
      2*(r^3)*a ];  %P4 
P= subs(P, {a}, {1/(1+3*r+2*(r^2)+2*(r^3))});  
P = subs(P, {r}, {lambda_gen/mu_gen});  
P = subs(P, {lambda_gen, mu_gen}, {0.0000392286,0.0 4167});  
P = vpa(P);  
A_steady_c = P(1)+P(2)+P(3)  
  
% Combine blower, HX, valve, reformer systems  
n = 4; % heat exchanger, valve, blower, reformer = 4 gener al component 
systems  
R_all = R_c^n;  
A_steady_all = A_steady_c^n  
  
  
%% Fuel Cell  
% Reliability and availability calculation of an 8- out-of-10 fuel cell  
% system with perfect switching.  
  
mission_t = 24*365*3; %3 years in hours  
lambda_FC = 0.0000392286; % fuel cell failure rate  
mu_FC = .5; % fuel cellrepair rate  
lambda_controller = 1/24925; %failure rate of controller (Microsoft data, CE 
MV Switchgear MTBF=24925)  
alpha = lambda_controller*exp(-lambda_controller*mi ssion_t); % probability of 
successful failure detection and switching of contr oller  
k = 8; % minimum operating units required for success in t his k-out-of-n 
system  
n = 10; % number of total units in the k-out-of-n system  
  
% Perfect Fault Coverage (Birth-Death Process)  
format long  
A_FC_perf =  1 - factorial(n-k+1)*(factorial(n)/(fa ctorial(k-1)*factorial(n-
(k-1))))*(lambda_FC/mu_FC)^(n-k+1)  
MTBF_FC_perf = ((lambda_FC^-1)/(factorial(n-
k)*k*(factorial(n)/(factorial(k)*factorial(n-k))))) *(mu_FC/lambda_FC)^(n-k);  
MTTR_FC_perf = 1/mu_FC;  
  
% Imperfect Fault Coverage Probability  
mission_t = 24*365*3; %3 year mission time  
tspan = [0 mission_t];  
y0 = [ 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 ];  
[tt, yy] = ode45(@probODE, tspan, y0);  
plot(tt, yy)  
title( 'Fuel cell system P_0, P_f' )  
xlabel( 't(hours)' )  
ylabel( 'P' )  
  
% Imperfect Fault Coverage Availability  
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syms ii  pp 
p_sum = 0;  
num_sum = 0;  
num_mult = 1;  
denom_mult = 1;  
denom_m = 1;  
for  jj = 0:(n-k)            % Availability is the sum of probability p_j from 
0 to n-k  
    if  jj == 0               % Probability of p_0 is calculated  
        p = exp(-(n*lambda_FC+lambda_controller)*t) ;  
    else                       
        for  kk = 0:jj        % calcualtion of probabilities for j>0  
            if  kk == 0  
                num_s = exp(-((n-kk)*lambda_FC)+lam bda_controller) ;  
                num_m = 0;  
            else   
                num_s = exp(-((n-kk)*lambda_FC)+lam bda_controller) ;  
                num_m = (n-kk+1)*lambda_FC;  
  
                for  pp = 0:jj     % calculation loop for the denominator of 
p_jj  
                     if  pp == kk    % exclude pp=ii, do not perform 
calculation.  
                         continue ;  
                    end  
  
                     denom_m = ((n-pp)*lambda_FC)-( (n-kk)*lambda_FC);  
                end  
            end  
            num_sum = num_s + num_sum;  
            num_mult = num_m * num_mult;  
            denom_mult = denom_m * denom_mult;  
        end  
        p = ((alpha^jj)*num_mult*num_sum)/denom_mul t;  %Calculation of p_j  
    end  
    p_sum = p_sum+p;     % Availability summation  
end  
t_max = 24*365*3;  
tt = 1:10:t_max;  
[~,T] = size(tt);  
for  ii=1:T  
    t=tt(ii);  
    A_FC_imperf(ii) = double(subs(p_sum));  
end  
plot(tt, A_FC_imperf)  
title( 'Availability of FC system with imperfect fault cov erage' )  
xlabel( 't(hours)' )  
ylabel( 'A(t)' )  
  
%% System Reliability and Availability  
  
%perfect FC fault coverage  
A_sys_perf = A_steady_all*A_FC_perf  
A_sys_imperf = double(A_steady_all*A_FC_imperf);  
plot(tt, A_sys_imperf)  
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title( 'Fuel cell with IFC, heat exchanger, blower, valve,  reformer 
availability' )  
xlabel( 't(hours)' )  
ylabel( 'A(t)' )  
  
%% Sensitivity Analysis  
  
% 1-2 reformers serving 8-out-of-10 fuel cell syste m 
A_sens_FC = A_FC_imperf;  
lambda_ref = 0.0000392286;  
mu_ref = 0.04167;  
t = 24*365*3;  
tt = 1:10:t;  
  
A_ref_1 = (1/lambda_ref)/((1/lambda_ref)+(1/mu_ref) );          % availability 
of 1 ref  
R_ref_2 = 1-(1-exp(-lambda_ref*t))*(1-exp(-lambda_r ef*t));    
lambda_ref_2 = -log(R_ref_2)/t;  
A_ref_2 = (1/lambda_ref_2)/((1/lambda_ref_2)+(1/mu_ ref)); % availability of 2 
ref  
     
A_sens_ref_1 = A_sens_FC*A_ref_1;    % availability of FC sys and 1 ref  
plot(tt, A_sens_ref_1)  
title( '8-out-of-10 FC system with 1 reformer' )  
xlabel( 't(hours)' )  
ylabel( 'A(t)' )  
  
A_sens_ref_2 = A_sens_FC*A_ref_2;    % availability of FC sys and 2 ref  
plot(tt, A_sens_ref_2)  
title( '8-out-of-10 FC system with 2 reformers' )  
xlabel( 't(hours)' )  
ylabel( 'A(t)' )  
  
  
% 1-2 heat exchangers serving 10 8-out-of-10 fuel c ell systems  
A_sens_FC_sys = A_FC_imperf.^10;  
A_HX_1 = A_ref_1;  
A_HX_2 = A_ref_2;  
  
A_sens_FC_10_1 = A_sens_FC_sys*A_HX_1;    % availability of 10 FC sys and 1 
HX 
plot(tt, A_sens_FC_10_1)  
title( '10 8-out-of-10 FC system with 1 HX' )  
xlabel( 't(hours)' )  
ylabel( 'A(t)' )  
  
A_sens_FC_10_2 = A_sens_FC_sys*A_HX_2;    % availability of 10 FC sys and 2 
HX 
plot(tt, A_sens_FC_10_2)  
title( '10 8-out-of-10 FC system with 2 HXs' )  
xlabel( 't(hours)' )  
ylabel( 'A(t)' )  
  
  
%%%%%%%%% Markov Analysis of a Generic Fuel Cell Sy stem %%%%%%%%% 
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% Author: Alexa Johnson Ritchie  
% Date: May 2016  
% Purpose: Markov Analysis of a generic fuel cell s ystem consisting of a  
% heat exchanger, blower, valve, reformer, and a fu el cell system. Systems  
% are modelled separtely and then combined for a sy stem reliability and  
% availability. Repair rates swapped from the marko v analysis 2.  
  
%% Heat Exchanger / Blower / Valve / Reformer  
% Reliability and availability calculation of heat exchanger, blowers,  
% valve, and reformer. HX, blower, valve and ref ar e assumed to have same  
% repair and failure rates in initial analysis. Mod elled in an active  
% parallel system with 3 identical components.  
  
syms lambda_gen  mu_gen 
M_gen_rel = [ -3*lambda_gen,      3*lambda_gen,           0,                 
0;  
           mu_gen,          -(mu_gen+2*lambda_gen),    2*lambda_gen,          
0;  
           0,                 mu_gen,               -(mu_gen+lambda_gen),    
lambda_gen;  
           0,                 0,                      0,                     
0 ]; % matrix of probability equations for availability does not allow for 
return from fully failed state  
  
M_gen_avail = [ -3*lambda_gen,      3*lambda_gen,           0,               
0;  
           mu_gen,          -(mu_gen+2*lambda_gen),    2*lambda_gen,          
0;  
           0,                 mu_gen,               -(mu_gen+lambda_gen),    
lambda_gen;  
           0,                 0,                      mu_gen,               -
mu_gen ]; % matrix of probability equations for availability allows for 
return from fully failed state  
  
% Gen Component Sys Reliability Calculations  
syms s t  P1(t)  P2(t)  P3(t)  P4(t)  LP1 LP2 LP3 LP4 
y0 = [ 1; 0; 0; 0 ]; %initial probabilitites  
P_t = [ P1; P2; P3; P4 ] ;  
dP_t = [ diff(P1, t), diff(P2, t), diff(P3, t), dif f(P4, t) ];  
f = dP_t == P_t.'*M_gen_rel; % system of equations for system of components  
L = laplace(f, t, s); % laplace transform of system of equations  
L = subs(L, {laplace(P1(t), t, s), laplace(P2(t), t , s), laplace(P3(t), t, 
s), laplace(P4(t), t, s), P1(0), P2(0), P3(0), P4(0 )}, {LP1, LP2, LP3, LP4, 
y0(1), y0(2), y0(3), y0(4)});  
L = subs(L, {lambda_gen, mu_gen}, {0.0000392286,.5} ); % substitute failure 
rate and repair rate  
s = solve(L, LP1, LP2, LP3, LP4);  
sLP4 = s.LP4;  
sLP4 = collect(sLP4);  
Q_c = ilaplace(sLP4);    % invert LPT to find equations for the unreliabilit y   
Q_c = vpa(Q_c); % evaluates symbolic expression  
R_c = 1-Q_c; % reliability is 1-unreliability  
R_c = subs(R_c, {t}, {3*365*24}) %sub in 3 years in hours  
  
% Gen Component Sys Availability Calculations  
syms  r  a 
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P = [ a;            %P1 (note: eqn is dP/dt = M_avail*P_t.' == 0  
      3*r*a;        %P2 
      2*(r^2)*a;    %P3 
      2*(r^3)*a ];  %P4 
P= subs(P, {a}, {1/(1+3*r+2*(r^2)+2*(r^3))});  
P = subs(P, {r}, {lambda_gen/mu_gen});  
P = subs(P, {lambda_gen, mu_gen}, {0.0000392286,.5} );  
P = vpa(P);  
A_steady_c = P(1)+P(2)+P(3)  
  
% Combine blower, HX, valve, reformer systems  
n = 4; % heat exchanger, valve, blower, reformer = 4 gener al component 
systems  
R_all = R_c^n;  
A_steady_all = A_steady_c^n  
  
  
%% Fuel Cell  
% Reliability and availability calculation of an 8- out-of-10 fuel cell  
% system with perfect switching.  
  
mission_t = 24*365*3; %3 years in hours  
lambda_FC = 0.0000392286; % fuel cell failure rate  
mu_FC = 0.04167; % fuel cellrepair rate  
lambda_controller = 1/24925; %failure rate of controller (Microsoft data, CE 
MV Switchgear MTBF=24925)  
alpha = lambda_controller*exp(-lambda_controller*mi ssion_t); % probability of 
successful failure detection and switching of contr oller  
k = 8; % minimum operating units required for success in t his k-out-of-n 
system  
n = 10; % number of total units in the k-out-of-n system  
  
% Perfect Fault Coverage (Birth-Death Process)  
format long  
A_FC_perf =  1 - factorial(n-k+1)*(factorial(n)/(fa ctorial(k-1)*factorial(n-
(k-1))))*(lambda_FC/mu_FC)^(n-k+1)  
MTBF_FC_perf = ((lambda_FC^-1)/(factorial(n-
k)*k*(factorial(n)/(factorial(k)*factorial(n-k))))) *(mu_FC/lambda_FC)^(n-k);  
MTTR_FC_perf = 1/mu_FC;  
  
% Imperfect Fault Coverage Probability  
mission_t = 24*365*3; %3 year mission time  
tspan = [0 mission_t];  
y0 = [ 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 ];  
[tt, yy] = ode45(@probODE, tspan, y0);  
plot(tt, yy)  
title( 'Fuel cell system P_0, P_f' )  
xlabel( 't(hours)' )  
ylabel( 'P' )  
  
% Imperfect Fault Coverage Availability  
syms ii  pp 
p_sum = 0;  
num_sum = 0;  
num_mult = 1;  
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denom_mult = 1;  
denom_m = 1;  
for  jj = 0:(n-k)            % Availability is the sum of probability p_j from 
0 to n-k  
    if  jj == 0               % Probability of p_0 is calculated  
        p = exp(-(n*lambda_FC+lambda_controller)*t) ;  
    else                       
        for  kk = 0:jj        % calcualtion of probabilities for j>0  
            if  kk == 0  
                num_s = exp(-((n-kk)*lambda_FC)+lam bda_controller) ;  
                num_m = 0;  
            else   
                num_s = exp(-((n-kk)*lambda_FC)+lam bda_controller) ;  
                num_m = (n-kk+1)*lambda_FC;  
  
                for  pp = 0:jj     % calculation loop for the denominator of 
p_jj  
                     if  pp == kk    % exclude pp=ii, do not perform 
calculation.  
                         continue ;  
                    end  
  
                     denom_m = ((n-pp)*lambda_FC)-( (n-kk)*lambda_FC);  
                end  
            end  
            num_sum = num_s + num_sum;  
            num_mult = num_m * num_mult;  
            denom_mult = denom_m * denom_mult;  
        end  
        p = ((alpha^jj)*num_mult*num_sum)/denom_mul t;  %Calculation of p_j  
    end  
    p_sum = p_sum+p;     % Availability summation  
end  
t_max = 1000;  
tt = 1:10:t_max;  
[~,T] = size(tt);  
for  ii=1:T  
    t=tt(ii);  
    A_FC_imperf(ii) = double(subs(p_sum));  
end  
plot(tt, A_FC_imperf)  
title( 'Availability of FC system with imperfect fault cov erage' )  
xlabel( 't(hours)' )  
ylabel( 'A(t)' )  
  
%% System Reliability and Availability  
  
%perfect FC fault coverage  
A_sys_perf = A_steady_all*A_FC_perf  
A_sys_imperf = double(A_steady_all*A_FC_imperf);  
plot(tt, A_sys_imperf)  
title( 'Fuel cell with IFC, heat exchanger, blower, valve,  reformer 
availability' )  
xlabel( 't(hours)' )  
ylabel( 'A(t)' )  
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%%%%%%%%% Markov Analysis of a Generic Fuel Cell Sy stem %%%%%%%%% 
% Author: Alexa Johnson Ritchie  
% Date: May 2016  
% Purpose: Markov Analysis of a generic fuel cell s ystem consisting of a  
% heat exchanger, blower, valve, reformer, and a fu el cell system. Systems  
% are modelled separtely and then combined for a sy stem reliability and  
% availability. Fully integrated 8-out-of-10 system  analyzed here.  
  
%% subsystem analysis  
  
lambdas = [ 0.0000392286, 0.0000392286, 0.000039228 6, 0.0000392286, 
0.0000392286 ]; % failure rates of fuel cell, heat exchanger, refor mer, 
valve, and blower  
mus = [ 0.04167, 0.5,  0.5,  0.5,  0.5 ]; % repair rates of fuel cell, heat 
exchanger, reformer, valve, and blower  
mission_t = 1000;  
  
MTTF = 1./lambdas; % calcualte component mean time to failure  
MTTR = 1./mus; % calculate component mean time to repair  
  
for  ii = 1:length(lambdas)  
   R_comps(ii) = exp(-lambdas(ii)*mission_t); % calculate component 
reliability  
end  
  
R_subsys = 1;  
for  ii = 1:length(R_comps)  
    R_subsys = R_comps(ii)*R_subsys; % reliability of the series subsystem, 
used to calculate the subsystem failure rate  
end  
lambda_subsys = -log(R_subsys)/mission_t;  
  
sum = 0;  
for  ii = 1:length(mus)  
   sum = sum + mus(ii);  
end  
mu_subsys = sum/length(mus);  
  
for  ii = 1:length(lambdas)  
    A_comps(ii) = MTTF(ii)/(MTTF(ii) + MTTR(ii)); % calculate component 
availability  
end  
  
A_subsys = 1;  
for  ii = 1:length(A_comps)  
   A_subsys = A_subsys*A_comps(ii); % calculate availability of subsystem 
where all components are in series  
end  
  
  
%% 8-out-of-10 analysis  
mission_t = 1000; %3 years in hours  
lambda_controller = 1/24925; %failure rate of controller (Microsoft data, CE 
MV Switchgear MTBF=24925)  
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alpha = lambda_controller*exp(-lambda_controller*mi ssion_t); % probability of 
successful failure detection and switching of contr oller  
k = 8; % minimum operating units required for success in t his k-out-of-n 
system  
n = 10; % number of total units in the k-out-of-n system  
  
% Perfect Fault Coverage (Birth-Death Process)  
format long  
A_sys_perf =  1 - factorial(n-k+1)*(factorial(n)/(f actorial(k-1)*factorial(n-
(k-1))))*(lambda_subsys/mu_subsys)^(n-k+1)  
MTBF_sys_perf = ((lambda_subsys^-1)/(factorial(n-
k)*k*(factorial(n)/(factorial(k)*factorial(n-
k)))))*(mu_subsys/lambda_subsys)^(n-k);  
MTTR_sys_perf = 1/mu_subsys;  
  
% Imperfect Fault Coverage Availability  
syms ii  pp t  
p_sum = 0;  
num_sum = 0;  
num_mult = 1;  
denom_mult = 1;  
denom_m = 1;  
for  jj = 0:(n-k)            % Availability is the sum of probability p_j from 
0 to n-k  
    if  jj == 0               % Probability of p_0 is calculated  
        p = exp(-(n*lambda_subsys+lambda_controller )*t);  
    else                       
        for  kk = 0:jj        % calcualtion of probabilities for j>0  
            if  kk == 0  
                num_s = exp(-((n-kk)*lambda_subsys) +lambda_controller) ;  
                num_m = 0;  
            else   
                num_s = exp(-((n-kk)*lambda_subsys) +lambda_controller) ;  
                num_m = (n-kk+1)*lambda_subsys;  
  
                for  pp = 0:jj     % calculation loop for the denominator of 
p_jj  
                     if  pp == kk    % exclude pp=ii, do not perform 
calculation.  
                         continue ;  
                    end  
  
                     denom_m = ((n-pp)*lambda_subsy s)-((n-kk)*lambda_subsys);  
                end  
            end  
            num_sum = num_s + num_sum;  
            num_mult = num_m * num_mult;  
            denom_mult = denom_m * denom_mult;  
        end  
        p = ((alpha^jj)*num_mult*num_sum)/denom_mul t;  %Calculation of p_j  
    end  
    p_sum = p_sum+p;     % Availability summation  
end  
tt = 1:10:mission_t;  
[~,T] = size(tt);  
for  ii=1:T  
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    t=tt(ii);  
    A_sys_imperf(ii) = double(subs(p_sum));  
end  
plot(tt, A_sys_imperf)  
title( 'Availability of system with imperfect fault covera ge' )  
xlabel( 't(hours)' )  
ylabel( 'A(t)' )  
 
 
 




